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INVENTORY OF INCENTIVES 
FOR COMMUNITY-BASED CONSERVATION

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

1 Conservation 
Stewards 
Programme

Conservation 
International

14 countries A (1) Conservation International’s Conservation Stewards Programme (CSP) 
works with communities who agree to protect their natural resources, as well 
as the benefits they provide, in exchange for a steady stream of compensation 
from investors. A conservation agreement is a deal between a community and a 
group or person funding a conservation project. In exchange for making specific 
conservation commitments, communities receive benefits from the funder. CSP’s 
conservation agreement model offers direct incentives for conservation through 
a negotiated benefit package in return for conservation actions by communities. 
Thus, a conservation agreement links conservation funders to people who 
own and use natural resources. Benefits typically include investments in social 
services like health and education as well as investments in livelihoods, often in 
the agricultural or fisheries sectors. Benefits can also include direct payments 
and wages. The size of these benefit packages depends on the cost of changes 
in resource use, as well as conservation performance. Rigorous monitoring 
verifies both conservation and socioeconomic results (reference 1).
(2) Given demand/popularity, Conservation International launched the 
Conservation Agreements Private Partnership Platform (CAPPP) in 2015 to 
catalyse private-sector support for biodiversity conservation and maintenance of 
ecosystem services in globally important sites (reference 1). The Conservation 
Agreement Private Partnership Platform (CAPPP) includes three complementary 
applications of the conservation agreement approach:
1. Improve sustainable supply chains through responsible sourcing arrangements 
between private sector partners and local communities in high biodiversity areas.
2. Meet corporate responsibility commitments by supporting social and 
environmental community projects that advance conservation and development.
3. Invest in small- and medium-sized community enterprise to stimulate 
environmentally compatible private sector activity at the local level.
Sustainability of these three types of initiatives will rely on a combination of 
funding strategies, including price premiums and preferential purchasing 
arrangements, trust fund mechanisms, and payment for ecosystem services 
such as carbon sequestration or watershed maintenance. The key element 
for sustainability is an enduring incentive in the form of conservation-based 
employment and green enterprise (reference 2).

[1] www.conservation.org/
projects/Pages/conservation-
stewards-program.aspx 
[2] www.conservation.org/
publications/Documents/
Conservation%20
Agreements%20Private%20
Partnership%20Platform.pdf 

2 Vicuña 
Management

Communities, 
many NGOs, 
governments

Argentina
Chile
Bolivia
Peru
Ecuador

A A trade ban under CITES on the export of vicuña pelts and the creation of the 
Vicuña Convention paved the way to creating a shared vision and collective 
conservation effort which led the recovery of the species. Today, the vicuña 
population is around 500,000 individuals. Once population recovery was 
underway, the opening up of trade — albeit regulated — and the subsequent 
incentives for sustainable use by local communities further improved the status 
and long term outlook for the vicuña.

[1] www.cites.org/sites/default/
files/eng/prog/economics/CITES-
draft6-final.pdf 
[2] www.peoplenotpoaching.org/
sites/default/files/uploads/2018-11/
Vicuna%20management%20
in%20the%20Andes.pdf 
[3] www.portals.iucn.org/library/
sites/library/files/documents/SSC-
OP-046.pdf 

This inventory is part of the 2020 Luc Hoffmann Institute publication 
entitled ‘Diversifying local livelihoods while sustaining wildlife: exploring 
incentives for community-based conservation’. 

The more than 130 incentives in this inventory are listed by category:

• Category A: Approaches that directly incentivise conservation

• Category B: Approaches that indirectly incentivise species or 
landscape conservation

• Category C: Supporting agricultural or other «mainstream» livelihood 
approaches that enable wildlife co-existence

• Category D: Strengthening and supporting customary community 
rights, values and capacities

• Category E: Conservation-linked social protection

• Category IF (Innovative Funding): Innovative sources of finance or 
fundraising
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# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

3 EcoTender Australian 
Government

Australia A EcoTender is a reverse auction tender programme requiring landholders 
to bid for funds to complete agreed conservation works on their land. The 
conservation agency then allocates funds to the bids that represent the 
best return on investment. Once landholders are selected to participate, the 
programme contract runs for five years.

Private landholders are supported and rewarded as the suppliers of public 
environmental benefits. A financial incentive to participate in environmental 
management practices as a means for attracting a wider cross-section 
of landholders than suasion/education-based voluntary environmental 
management programmes.

[1] www.spiral.imperial.ac.uk/
bitstream/10044/1/53033/5/ES-
2016-9148

4 Environmental 
Stewardship 
Programme

Australian 
Government

Australia A The Environmental Stewardship Programme provides long-term support 
for private landholders to maintain and improve the condition of matters of 
national environmental significance under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999. Participating land managers are 
contracted for up to 15 years to conduct management activities to protect 
and enhance the condition of the threatened ecological community(s) on 
their land. Activities may include grazing management, weed and pest animal 
control, and maintenance of buffer zones.

[1] www.nrm.gov.au/national/
continuing-investment/
environmental-stewardship

5 Victoria's 
Bushroker 
Scheme

Australian 
Government

Australia A In the State of Victoria (Australia), one of the options for developers to 
comply with “native vegetation offsets” required under planning law is 
to purchase biodiversity credits through a government regulated trading 
system. The Bushbroker programme was initiated in 2006, with the goal of 
halting or reversing loss of native vegetation. Beyond that, under the Native 
Vegetation Act, developers in the State of Victoria are required to achieve 
the no net loss goal (Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE), 
2010). The trading units are the Native Vegetation Credits, where a native 
vegetation credit is a gain in the quality or extent of native vegetation. The 
credit traded can be defined by three possible units: vegetation or habitat; 
“large old trees” (LOTs); and “new recruits” (i.e., tree planting) (Department 
of Sustainability and Environment (DSE), 2010). Offset supply has generally 
been from agricultural landowners and credit demand generally comes from 
road building, housing development, water supply pipeline development, and 
landholder vegetation clearance.  

[1] www.policymix.nina.
no/Portals/policymix/
POLICYMIX%20Report_No%20
2_2011.pdf 

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

6 Biobanking - 
BioBanking Trust 
Fund

Australian 
Government

Australia A Biobanking is a new option for companies to offset their impacts in a cheaper 
way, and also provides a new source of earnings for private landowners all 
over New South Wales (Australia). The main goal is to provide a market-
based approach to help reduce cumulative biodiversity losses caused by 
population growth and development pressures around urban areas, along 
the coast and at major inland development sites (Department of Environment 
and Conservation, 2005). The biodiversity offsets are secured in-perpetuity 
through conservation agreements or covenants, and there are two main 
types of biodiversity credits – species credits and ecosystem credits. A 
particular approach of this initiative is the BioBanking Trust Fund that was 
created to manage fund provision. It invests the funds deposited through 
the sale of biodiversity credits on behalf of the biobank site owners. Those 
funds and the investment earnings are then used to help landowners bear 
the costs of managing the site over time (Department of Energy and Climate 
Change (DECC), 2007). Payments are made each year, after the landholder 
submits a report showing compliance with the agreement.

[1] www.policymix.nina.
no/Portals/policymix/
POLICYMIX%20Report_No%20
2_2011.pdf

7 West Arnhem 
Land Fire 
Abatement 
(WALFA) Project

Darwin LNG Australia A Indigenous fire managers and their partners in Arnhem Land have 
successfully reinstated customary burning practices producing significant 
social, cultural, environmental and economic benefits for Indigenous 
landowners. Through this project, Indigenous rangers in West Arnhem 
Land in the Northern Territory have offset more than two million tonnes of 
C02e through early dry-season burning. This strategic approach helps to 
prevent devastating uncontrolled bushfires later in the year. In addition to 
reducing emissions, WALFA has provided over 300 indigenous jobs per year, 
conserved rainforest vegetation, protected local wildlife and rock art sites 
and enabled cultural aspects of land management to be passed down to 
younger generations. This is paid for by Conoco Philips energy company to 
offset its emissions.

[1] www.marketplace.
carbonmarketinstitute.org/west-
arnhem-land-fire-abatement-
walfa-project/ 
[2] www.conocophillips.com.au/
sustainable-development/walfa/ 

8 Kayapó Fund Conservation 
International

Brazil A In 2011, Conservation International created the Kayapó Fund, the first 
trust fund to focus on long-term financing for conservation of the Amazon 
by indigenous people. The grants target monitoring and protection of 
Kayapó land, the development of sustainable economic activities and the 
reinforcement and capacity-building of the Kayapó organization.

[1] www.conservation.org/
projects/Pages/kayapo-
stewards-of-the-forests-brazil.
aspx
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9 Bolsa Floresta Amazonas 
Sustainability 
Foundation (FAS)

Brazil A The programme has four components: 
(I) family cash payment of BRL 50/ month (USD 30) paid to households in return 
for a commitment to zero deforestation. 
(II) communities in Sustainable Development Deserves receive annual 
equivalent productive investments of BRL 140,0005 (USD 84,916) per SDR, to 
support sustainable income-generating activities e.g. ecotourism, fish farming 
etc. 
(III) payments to reserve-level associations, who can decide how to spend it, 
(IV) a social component focussed on improving infrastructure and services for 
education, health, etc. 
There is a set of rules all have to abide by, which are tighter than SDR 
management rules. 

[1]  www.cifor.org/redd-case-
book/case-reports/brazil/bolsa-
floresta-brazil

10 Fiscal Incentives 
for Biodiversity 
Conservation in 
Brazil 

WWF Brazil A The project purpose was to contribute to the implementation of the Biodiversity 
Convention in Brazil by stimulating the adoption of fiscal incentives for 
biodiversity conservation. The state tax on goods and services (ICMS Ecologico) 
provides a mechanism for states to reward municipalities for activities and 
projects benefiting biodiversity conservation, through the redistribution of a 
proportion of the ICMS tax (VAT equivalent) levied in that state.

[1] www.darwininitiative.org.
uk/documents/6098/14318/
ECP%20Brazil%20-%20final.pdf

11 Arapaima 
Management

Government, 
communities

Brazil, 
Guyana

A Communities are trained in survey methods and enabled to legally harvest 
Arapaima at certain times of year in specified dry-season lakes. Communities 
participate in management (i.e. making rules around use) and anti-poaching 
enforcement. Arapaima is used for food and traded for both meat and skins for 
high-value leather products.

12 The Bird Nest 
Protection
 programme

WCS Cambodia A The programme provided conditional payments to local people to protect nests, 
since most of the species were highly threatened by the collection of eggs and 
chicks. The programme was designed to rapidly locate, monitor and protect 
the remnant bird populations across the landscape as a complement to longer-
term activities to strengthen institutions for environmental protection, such as 
protected areas, and to clarify land tenure and resource management rights of 
local people.

[1] Clements T et al (2013) An 
evaluation of the effectiveness 
of a direct payment for 
biodiversity conservation: 
The Bird Nest Protection 
Programme in the Northern 
Plains of Cambodia. Biological 
Conservation, 157, pp. 50-59
[2] Clements, T. and Milner-
Gulland, E.J. (2015) Impact of 
payments for environmental 
services and protected areas 
on local livelihoods and forest 
conservation in northern 
Cambodia. Conservation 
Biology, 29(1), pp.78-87.
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13 Net-Works Interface, Inc. and 
the Zoological 
Society of London

Cameroon
Philippines 
and 
expanding to 
Indonesia

A Net-Works provides a simple, scalable and holistic model to deliver less plastic, 
more fish and improve the lives of marginalised coastal communities across 
Southeast Asia:
(1) Applying the principles of fair trade and inclusive business, it creates efficient 
community-based supply chains for raw materials (plastics and seaweed 
carrageenan) that are available in abundance. It links these raw materials 
to conservation actions that reduce plastic pollution and restore coastal 
ecosystems. Increasing incomes from seaweed reduces dependence on fishing 
– enabling communities to set aside larger NTZs.
(2) They sell these raw materials into global supply chains, giving international 
brands opportunities to source premium products with positive social and 
environmental stories, giving fishing communities a more transparent and 
dependable price, and providing sustainable funding sources for local 
conservation and development actions. This ensures the sustainability of larger, 
more effective multi-habitat MPAs, and quality controls and standards can be 
maintained independent of external donors.
They are now building out the supply chain for carrageenan (seaweed extract), 
which will be the economic engine for scaling Net-Works across Southeast 
Asia. Carrageenan-bearing seaweed is used by the cosmetics, toothpaste, 
firefighting and food industries, and projected to have a global market value of 
around USD 1 billion by 2021. Seaweed farming is a popular activity in coastal 
communities across Southeast Asia, with over 1 million people dependent 
on seaweed farming in the Philippines where it accounts for 35% of fisheries 
production. Seaweed has potential to provide a valuable source of income to 
these communities. However, the current seaweed supply chain is fraught with 
inefficiencies and inequalities. As a result carrageenan is fast becoming the palm 
oil of the sea. In 2019 they plan to complete the full-scale pilot of the forecast 
costs and revenues in three villages and prepare themselves to be impact 
investment ready. 

[1] www.zsl.org/conservation/
regions/asia/net-works 
[2] www.net-works.com/ 

14 Farmland 
Advantage

 Canada A The project helps farmers identify the natural values which can be protected 
and enhanced, and develops recommendations and plans to preserve them. 
These plans can include actions such as water or stream setbacks, strategic 
fencing, reforestation, or rangeland enhancement. Farmers then carry out the 
recommendations, and Farmland Advantage helps to provide compensation 
based on successful implementation.

[1] www.farmlandadvantage.
com/about 

15 Ecological Gifts 
Programme

Environment and 
Climate Change 
Canada

Canada A Canada’s Ecological Gifts Programme provides a way for Canadians with 
ecologically sensitive land to protect nature and leave a legacy for future 
generations. Made possible by the terms of the Income Tax Act of Canada 
and the Quebec Taxation Act, it offers significant tax benefits to landowners 
who donate land or a partial interest in land to a qualified recipient. Recipients 
ensure that the land’s biodiversity and environmental heritage are conserved in 
perpetuity.

[1] www.canada.ca/en/
environment-climate-change/
services/environmental-funding/
ecological-gifts-program/
overview.html
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16 Gain Forest DS3 Lab ETH 
Zurich

Chile A GainForest is an AI-powered conservation tool to prevent deforestation (beta tool 
forthcoming). The GainForest approach is to facilitate caretakers to stake funds on 
the well-being of a patch of forest, supporting local land owners, forest protection and 
restoration efforts. If satellite images show that that patch remains forested several 
months from the start date, the value of this patch increases automatically (reference 1).  
None of this would be possible without the use of blockchain-powered smart contracts, 
which help track all of the investors and their land throughout the area. Smart contracts 
are computerised procedures that guarantee that a contract agreement is followed and 
paid out once it has been signed. Blockchain deploys these smart contracts and removes 
the need for a third party (humans). All investments and transactions are recorded and 
stored within the blockchain, providing a safeguard for investments (reference 2).  
GainForest integrates large amounts of unlabelled satellite imagery with labelled 
authoritative data from forest zoning and plot ownership to predict land use change. 
Interpretable machine learning approaches can then be used to guide fair performance 
and model-based climate payments. Machine learning-based Measurement, Reporting 
and Verification (MRV) processes for forest change combined with the exponential 
data growth in remote sensing can scale forest conservation efforts by providing more 
fine-grained predictions under uncertainty. Additionally, by leveraging techniques from 
interpretable machine learning, it can reframe payment allocation problems (i.e. how to 
distribute payments) as efficient feature selection problems - so identifying the individuals 
such as farmers, forest owners and forest guards doing the protection -  potentially 
guiding climate investors in their decision making (see figure 2 in reference 3). 

[1] www.gainforest.org/ 
[2] www.news.microsoft.com/
europe/features/how-gainforest-
microsoft-and-the-un-are-
incentivizing-sustainability/ 
[3] www.news.microsoft.com/
europe/features/how-gainforest-
microsoft-and-the-un-are-
incentivizing-sustainability/ 

17 Sloping Land  
Conversion 
Programme 
(Grain for Green) 
(1999)

Government of 
China

China A This is a Payment for Ecosystem Services scheme (PES) that helps reduce soil 
and water erosion by targeting and converting marginal farmland to forest or 
grassland. It also helps to increase forest cover. 

[1] Xu Z, et al (2004) China's 
Sloping Land Conversion 
Programme four years on: 
current situation and pending 
issues. The International 
Forestry Review, 6, pp. 317-326

18 Natural Forest 
Conservation 
Programme 
(1998)

Government of 
China

China A This is a PES scheme that helps protect and restore natural forests. The NFCP 
targeted sensitive regions that had been significantly degraded over the previous 
five decades, such as regions around the headwaters and other upstream 
portions of major rivers. A significant part of the NFCP has been extensive bans 
on logging in natural forests, instead shifting towards other timber sources.

[1] www.csmonitor.com/
Science/2016/0319/China-s-
forest-conservation-program-
shows-proof-of-success 
[2] Cao S, et al (2010) 
Impacts of the Natural Forest 
Conservation Programme on 
the livelihoods of residents 
of Northwestern China: 
Perceptions of residents affected 
by the programme. Ecological 
Economics. 
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19 Integrated 
silvo-pastoral 
approaches 
to ecosystem 
management

Colombia
Costa Rica
Nicaragua

A The project aimed to improve ecosystem functioning of degraded pasture 
land. It was designed to develop more intensive silvo-pastoral systems that 
generate global environmental benefits while providing socio-economic 
benefits. Silvopastoral systems (SPS) were successfully introduced in 
the three participating countries. The project has been successful in 
demonstrating and measuring the effects of the introduction of payment 
incentives to farmers for the adoption of integrated Silvopastoral farming 
systems. It has resulted in 12,262 hectares of improved biodiversity status 
and enhanced carbon sequestration indices by the end of implementation.

[1] www.thegef.org/news/
integrated-silvo-pastoral-
approaches-ecosystem-
management-0

20 Community-
based 
management of 
jaguars 

 Costa Rica A The project is intended to conserve jaguars and pumas by converting them 
into a valuable asset for local communities and thereby reducing retaliatory 
killings of big cats. Specific activities include: (1) formal establishment 
of a national organisation of ranching communities; (2) development of 
dialogue mechanisms between ranchers using different media, such as 
social meetings, bulletins, and social networks; (3) community-based 
technical assistance for ranchers affected by jaguar predation, where locals 
are involved in the implementation and evaluation of preventive practices 
to reduce livestock vulnerability; (4) distinction of local products with a 
green label representing big cat conservation for presentation at local and 
national fairs; and (5) a pilot payment to support a biodiversity programme, 
using community-based camera-trapping and tracking for regulation and 
measurement. 

[1] Amit R and S Jacobson 
(2018) Participatory 
development of incentives to 
coexist with jaguars and pumas. 
Conservation Biology. 32(4), 
pp.938-948
[2] www.fws.gov/international/
pdf/FY16_ProjectSummaries-
Central-America.pdf 

21 Programme of 
Payments for 
Ecological 
Services in Costa 
Rica

Fondo 
Nacional de 
Financiamiento 
Forestal 
(FONAFIFO) 
and the Sistema 
Nacional de Areas 
de Conservacion 
(SINAC)

Costa Rica A The Costa Rican Payments for Environmental Services Programme (PESP) 
is an application of this approach. In this system, landowners receive direct 
payments for the ecological services that their lands produce when the 
landowners adopt land uses and forest management techniques that do not 
have negative impacts on the environment and which maintain people’s life 
quality.

[1] www.cbd.int/financial/pes/
costarica-pesprogram.pdf
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22 The Ecuadorian 
Socio Bosque 
programme 
(PSB)

Conservation 
International

Ecuador A It works with local nonprofits and indigenous communities to sign voluntary, 
20-year conservation agreements that provide economic incentives for forest 
conservation. Each participant of Socio Bosque (PSB) can voluntarily decide 
the number of hectares of forest or páramo (highland ecosystems) to enroll 
in the programme. To have the highest impact possible, priority areas for 
implementation of the programme are areas with high deforestation threat, 
high value for ecosystem services (carbon storage, water protection and 
biodiversity) and high incidence of unsatisfied basic needs. It also helps 
facilitate partnerships among landowners and other organisations through 
workshops, environmental education and leadership trainings. 
Implemented in September 2008, Socio Bosque forms part of Ecuador’s 
national REDD+ programme and it is supposed to inform the further design 
and implementation of REDD+ in Ecuador. Although strictly speaking PSB 
is not a REDD+ project, it informs the further operationalisation of social 
safeguards in Ecuador.

[1] www.pdfs.semanticscholar.
org/2c2b/ab2a93093d89d47cba
09bddb069a15a1ae63.pdf 
[2] www.blog.conservation.
org/2015/03/how-ecuador-is-
reducing-poverty-by-conserving-
native-forests/ 
[3] Krause, T and Nielsen 
D. (2014) The legitimacy of 
incentive-based conservation 
and a critical account of social 
safeguards. Environmental 
Science & Policy, 41, pp.44–51
[4] Krause, T., W. Collen, and K. 
A. Nicholas (2013) Evaluating 
safeguards in a conservation 
incentive programme: 
participation, consent, and 
benefit sharing in indigenous 
communities of the Ecuadorian 
Amazon. Ecology and Society 
18(4), pp.1

23 Qoliqoli Cokovata WWF Fiji A WWF is working to ensure women are part of the change by providing financial 
and business development training to help establish small businesses in fish and 
seafood retailing.

To help communities build sustainable livelihoods, WWF has established a 
microfinance scheme to provide funds for small businesses in chicken farming, 
piggery, bee-keeping, pineapple farming, and canteen sales of small goods. The 
fund works on a loan system and, to date, 80% of recipients have repaid their 
loan on time.

[1] www.wwf.panda.org/
wwf_news/successes/?305650/
Fiji-Making-the-Great-Sea-Reef-
greater-for-marine-life-and-
communities

24 Snowdrops 
trade Galanthus 
woronowii

Government, 
communities

Georgia A 15 million wild bulbs and 3-7 million cultivated bulbs are traded from Georgia 
each year for use in horticulture. Based on surveys, this is a precautionary quota. 
Rural communities are involved in wild harvest. They are hired by exporting 
companies to harvest, pack and transport the bulbs, and some register their 
agricultural lands as sites of cultivation. Legal, regulated trade has ended 
chaotic, unmanaged harvest, and ensured stabilisation of the population. 
Exporters, especially long-term traders, have a sense of ownership of the 
resource and are therefore willing to actively detect and combat illegal harvest.

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

25 Eco Accounts German 
Municipality

Germany A The eco-accounts schemes in place in Baden-Württemberg are designed 
to offset environmental impacts on landscape, soils, water retention, 
other ecosystem functions/services and biodiversity. They are a form of 
habitat banking because compensation measures do not offset residual 
impacts from specific developments and may be implemented in advance 
of anticipated developments. This enables developers to “buy” already 
implemented compensation/eco-accounts measures to offset the residual 
impacts arising from their development. Eco-points, which are attributed to 
both development impacts and the outcomes of compensatory measures, 
are used as measures of environmental loss (debits) and gains (credits); the 
aim being to ensure that positive impacts from compensation measures are 
at least equivalent to negative impacts arising from the development. Eco-
points may be attributed to different impact categories, i.e. habitats/species, 
soil, water, climate/air or landscape features. Traded eco-points must be 
within the same impact category.

[1] www.ieep.eu/uploads/
articles/attachments/9c664c89-
f01f-4690-a64b-3eb06244ebee/
Eco-Accounts_BW_
case_study_final_221114.
pdf?v=63664509880 

26 Community 
Conserved Areas

WWF India India A Community Conserved Areas (CCAs) formed with the help of WWF India in 
Arunachal Pradesh have helped local communities to better manage forests. 
Factors such as excessive use of forest resources and setting up of large 
infrastructure projects have led to forest loss across the region. CCAs have 
helped reverse this trend with local communities setting aside large portions 
of the forest as conserved areas and managing these areas for conservation 
and sustainable livelihood purposes.

[1] www.panorama.solutions/
en/solutions/community-
stewardship-for-conservation-in-
western-arunachal-landscape-
india 

27 The Honey Portal Keystone 
Foundation

India A The Honey Portal supports the communities that traditionally practise honey 
hunting and act as intermediaries bringing their products to the market for a 
fair price, while ensuring sustainability of the bee population and its habitat.

[1] www.keystone-foundation.
org/honey-portal/ 
[2] www.honeyportal.keystone-
foundation.org/ 
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28 The Wildlife 
Conservation 
Lease 
Programme

The Wildlife 
Foundation

Kenya A The Wildlife Conservation Lease (WCL) programme, was established by 
The Wildlife Foundation (TWF) on a pilot scale in 2000. Under it, individual 
landowners enter into a purely voluntary contractual agreement with TWF 
to enroll a specified portion of their land in the programme, with TWF 
paying USD 4/year for each acre enrolled. Under the agreement with the 
Wildlife Conservation League, landowners living outside the boundaries of 
the park agree to keep their lands unfenced and free from cultivation. In 
return they receive compensation in the amount of USD 4 per acre per year. 
They also agree to manage their lands for wildlife and sustainable livestock 
grazing in the traditional pastoral way (reference 1). Under the terms of the 
lease, the landowner agrees not to sell, fence, sub-divide or cultivate the 
enrolled land. In principle, failure to abide by these provisions would result 
in TWF considering the contract to be terminated and withholding payment. 
However, this situation has never arisen (reference 2).

[1] www.d2ouvy59p0dg6k.
cloudfront.net/downloads/wwf_
guide_to_conservation_finance.
pdf 
[2] www.projects.worldbank.
org/P083172/nairobi-
national-park-ecosystem-
wildlife-conservation-lease-
project?lang=en&tab=overview 
[3] Matiko, D. 2014. Wildlife 
Conservation Leases are 
Considerable Conservation 
Options outside Protected 
Areas: The Kitengela - 
Nairobi National Park 
Wildlife Conservation Lease 
Programme. Journal of 
Ecosystem and Ecograpy. 
Access online: https://www.
omicsonline.org/open-access/
the-kitengela-nairobi-national-
park-wildlife-conservation-lease-
program-2157-7625.1000146.
php?aid=32707 
[4] www.vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/
handle/10919/66878 

29 Land Leasing at 
Olderkesi Wildlife 
Conservancy

 The Cottar’s 
Wildlife 
Conservation 
Trust

Kenya A The scheme is based on lease payments that are competitive with 
alternative land use, such as agriculture and domestic livestock grazing. 
Infringements of the agreed land use, for example poaching, triggers 
deductions in lease payments to the Maasai community leaders who are 
then responsible for making up the deficit. If payments are reduced due to 
infringements it is up to the elders to police and fine culprits (who are usually 
members of their community or local area). This aspect of the agreement 
promotes a collective liability which is a powerful mechanism to enforce land 
use for wildlife. The conservancy has a team of locally sourced scouts and 
runs a small undercover unit that liaises with rangers from the Kenya Wildlife 
Service (KWS) and the Mara Elephant Project when evidence of poaching 
is found. The Maasai community supports these operations which helps to 
ensure they get their full lease payments. The scheme includes provision 
for controlled livestock grazing during the wet season when tourism is low 
(reference 2)

[1] www.peoplenotpoaching.org/
olderkesi-wildlife-conservancy
[2] Chapter in Roe et al (2015) 
Conservation, crime and 
communities: case studies 
of efforts to engage local 
communities in tackling illegal 
wildlife trade. IIED. Access 
online: https://pubs.iied.
org/14648IIED/ 
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30 Conservation 
lease programme

African Wildlife 
Foundation

Kenya A In 2008, the African Wildlife Foundation (AWF) launched the conservation lease 
initiative with landowners in the Kimana Group Ranch Conservation Lease 
programme, with the goal of protecting land for wildlife while also considering 
the interests of the communities that own the land.  It uses direct payments to 
landowners for every acre set aside for conservation and safeguards against 
poaching, subdivision, and other activities that could degrade habitat. AWF 
started lease payment at 500 Kenya Shillings /acre with an annual increase 
of 2.5%-3%. The conservation lease prohibits: development, fencing, logging, 
mining, dredging, agriculture, resource extraction, non-tourism related 
commercial activity, and illegal taking of wildlife. Grazing is permitted in 
compliance with a management plan that follows the signing of the conservation 
lease (reference 3) . 
AWF works with the communities to develop an ecological assessment and 
management plan for Osupuko, Nailepeau and Kilitome Conservancies. The 
management plan outlines a grazing regime, including guidelines for dry and wet 
season grazing. A community scout programme has been established on each 
of the conservancies to prevent poaching and lease violations while providing 
employment to community members. The scouts have been trained and 
equipped and are currently being managed in coordination with other scouts in 
the region through the Big Life Foundation. AWF is also helping the communities 
assess additional ways of generating income, for example, charging for game 
drives from safari operators in the region (reference 3).

[1] www.awf.org/blog/land-leases-
conservation-and-elephants  
[2] www.awf.org/projects/amboseli-
chyulu-wildlife-corridor 
[3] Fitzgerald KH (2013) 
Community Payment for 
Ecosystem Services in the 
Amboseli Ecosystem: leasing 
land for livelihoods and wildlife. 
AWF Technical Paper Series. 
Access online: https://www.awf.
org/sites/default/files/media/
Resources/Books%20and%20
Papers/PES_Community_
Payment_Land_for_Livelihoods_
Booklet_09092013%5B2%5D.pdf 

31 Mikoko Pamoja Mikoko Pamoja 
Community 
Organization

Kenya A Mikoko Pamoja promotes the restoration and protection of mangrove forests for 
local community benefit. Validated by Plan Vivo, it generates and sells mangrove 
carbon credits to companies and individuals who would like to improve their 
green credentials. The revenue generated from the trading of carbon credits 
flows into a community benefit fund, which is managed by the community-led 
Mikoko Pamoja steering group. The fund supports local development projects in 
education, water and sanitation, as well as mangrove reforestation.

[1] www.marketplace.
carbonmarketinstitute.org/west-
arnhem-land-fire-abatement-
walfa-project/ 
[2] www.conocophillips.com.au/
sustainable-development/walfa/ 

32 Mikoko Pamoja 
Community 
Based 
Organisation

WWF Kenya A The key that unlocked the intervention that sought to resuscitate the livelihood 
of the Gazi Bay Community and reverse the depletion of the mangroves, was 
the realisation by the villagers that the mangrove forest does not belong to 
the government. This important realisation initiated the need for community 
involvement in mangrove conservation. In return, the community receives 
payments as a direct benefit from its conservation efforts.

[1] www.wwf.panda.org/
wwf_news/successes/?311014/
Kenyan-coastal-community-
earning-economic-livelihood-
through-conservation-of-
mangrove-trees
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33 Protecting River 
Malewa

WWF Kenya Kenya A WWF-Kenya’s intervention includes assisting upstream farmers to adopt 
conservation agriculture to manage erosion and negotiate with downstream 
businesses. The latter equally rely on water from Malewa River to contribute 
resources to help support these farmers through the Payment for Ecological 
Services (PES).

[1] www.wwf.panda.org/
wwf_news/successes/?324190/
Kenya-Farmers-embrace-
conservation-agriculture-to-
protect-River-Malewa

34 Chyulu Hills 
REDD+

African Wildlife 
Foundation 
(AWF)

Kenya A AWF has been collaborating with partners in southern Kenya on the Chyulu 
Hills REDD+ project. This robust collaboration includes the local landowners, 
Kenya Forest Service, Kenya Wildlife Service, Big Life International, The 
David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust, Maasai Wilderness Conservation Trust and 
Conservation International and Wildlife Works. The project spans 420,000 
hectares, protecting not only the Chyulu Hills cloud and lava forests, but also 
the surrounding savannah woodlands. 

[1] Dickman A, et al. (2018) 
Incentives for lion conservation 
and financial tools for co-
existence. Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Lions in Africa, 
IUCN SSC Specialist Cat Group. 
[2] www.awf.org/projects/chyulu-
hills-redd 

35 The Kasigau 
Corridor REDD 
project 

Wildlife Works Kenya A The Kasigau Corridor REDD project in southeastern Kenya is designed to 
bring direct financing for carbon emissions reduction to communities while 
securing the wildlife migration corridor between Tsavo East and Tsavo West 
National Parks through which over 500 African elephants migrate seasonally. 
The project goals are to enhance carbon stocks, create alternative 
livelihoods for people in the surrounding areas to remove pressure on 
the forest, and maintain the high conservation values of the project area. 
The Kasigau project was the first carbon project with a wildlife premium 
mechanism element to earn validation from the most widely  accepted 
standard protocols. It has sold carbon credits totaling over USD 1.2 million 
since June 2011 (reference 2).

[1] www.wildlifeworks.com/ 
[2] Dinerstein, E., Varma, K., 
Wikramanayake, E., Powell, 
G., Lumpkin, S., Naidoo, R., 
Korchinsky, M., Del Valle, C., 
Lohani, S., Seidensticker, J. and 
Joldersma, D., 2013. Enhancing 
conservation, ecosystem 
services, and local livelihoods 
through a wildlife premium 
mechanism. Conservation 
Biology, 27(1), pp.14-23.

36 Livelihoods 
Insurance from 
Elephants (LIFE)

Institute for
International 
Environment and 
Development 
(IIED)

Kenya
Sri Lanka

A IIED is working to facilitate private markets to insure small-scale women and 
men farmers for damage caused by human-wildlife conflict, primarily from 
elephants. This will provide support for insurance in two countries, Kenya 
and Sri Lanka.

[1] www.iied.org/livelihoods-
insurance-elephants-life-kenya-
sri-lanka 

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
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37 Blue Forests Blue Ventures Madagascar A Through its Blue Forests programme, Blue Ventures is supporting 
communities in the Bay of Assassins, located 15 kilometers south of the 
village of Andavadoaka in southwest Madagascar, to develop a Plan Vivo 
mangrove carbon project. Plan Vivo initiatives differ from other types of 
forest carbon projects. Whilst they are still measured and valued according 
to their impact on greenhouse gas emissions, Plan Vivo project design is 
community-led. Communities decide which land use activities (e.g. forest 
conservation, agroforestry, reforestation) will best address threats to their 
local ecosystems and are of most interest and value to them.

Blue Ventures is employing a participatory monitoring and management 
approach as a solution to address degradation and deforestation of 
mangroves in Bay of Assassins, in the south of the Velondriake Locally 
Managed Marine Area (LMMA). This approach uses the generation of carbon 
credits, which can, in turn, generate sustainable financing to both residents 
of the Bay of Assassin and the Velondriake Management committee.

[1] www.panorama.solutions/
en/solution/incentivized-
participatory-approach-
mangrove-conservation 
[2] www.blog.blueventures.org/
en/lights-camera-mangroves-
mosquitoes/ 
[3] www.blueventures.org/
conservation/blue-forests/ 

38 Aquaculture Blue Ventures Madagascar A In southwest Madagascar, geographic isolation and an arid climate means 
there are few economic opportunities beyond fishing, and coastal people 
are highly reliant on the sea for their survival. They are working with these 
coastal communities and private sector aquaculture businesses to develop 
viable livelihood activities appropriate to the local environment and culture.

[1] www.blueventures.org/
conservation/aquaculture/

39 The Malua 
BioBank

Sabah forestry 
department

Malaysia A The Malua BioBank was set up in 2008 as the first tropical conservation 
bank in Sabah, Malaysia, where corporations and individuals can 
compensate for destroying biodiversity by purchasing Biodiversity 
Conservation Certificates (BCCs). These represent 100 square meters 
of rehabilitated and protected orangutan habitat in the Malua Forest 
Reserve (Maluabank, n.d.). Malaysia is one of the world’s leading palm oil 
exporters, and has lost much of its primary forest to deforestation and forest 
conversion. The BioBank was set up to protect habitat for the last remaining 
orangutan on Borneo.

[1] www.e-ir.info/2015/07/23/
biodiversity-banking-from-
theory-to-practice-in-sabah-
malaysia/ 
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40 Mali Elephant 
Project

Mali Elephant 
Project

Mali A In return for protecting the elephant migration route and its habitats, the 
project helps the community to overcome their problems and challenges. 
These might vary in detail from place to place according to local 
circumstances. These challenges have included access to clean water, 
procuring grain, youth employment, and conflict management. However, all 
involve preventing and reversing ecosystem degradation through community 
based natural resource management - eg by protecting water, pasture, 
forests, wildlife and wild foods. For example in some areas it has included 
establishing firebreaks to protect pastures. Measures can also include 
preventing incomers from clearing forest for cultivation, and thereby protect 
a source of wild foods, fuel, game, and services such as water retention 
and soil stabilisation as well as key elephant habitat. Communities can 
receive revenue from charging by the head for livestock belonging to the 
large ‘prestige’ herds coming from distant towns to access water. These 
belong to wealthy urban dwellers who send them into remoter areas to find 
pasture as none remains close to densely populated centres. It discovered 
that over 96% of the cattle using Lake Banzena in 2009 belonged to such 
herds (reference 1). To include the whole community in Community-based 
natural resource management (CBNRM), the project also works to develop 
women-led initiatives to generate supplementary income from practices that 
encourage the wise use of natural resources in key areas in the elephant 
range. Activities selected by women’s associations have included small-scale 
cooperative livestock fattening schemes to reduce the intensity of livestock 
environmental impact; cultivation and harvesting of vetiver (an over-exploited 
species that has become rare) for multiple uses (medicinal, antiseptic and 
weaving); sustainable harvesting of Non-timber forest products (NTFPs) 
such as acacia seedpods and gum arabic; or harvesting of hay for dry 
season livestock fodder (reference 3).

[1] www.wild.org/blog/why-do-
the-local-people-protect-the-
elephants/                    
[2] www.wild.org/blog/locals-
benefit-elephant-protection/ 
[3] Mali Elephant Project, March 
2019 Protection of pasture and 
forests from fire. 
[4] Mali Elephant Project, March 
2019. Income generating 
activities incentivizing 
community-based natural 
resource management as 
a focus for stabilization & 
addressing the core drivers of 
the conflict.

41 Northern Jaguar 
Project

 Mexico A Northern Jaguar Project uses camera-traps installed on various ranches to 
monitor jaguars and other wild felids and to reward private landholders who 
possess these carnivores on their lands.

[1] Nelson F (2009) Developing 
Payments for Ecosystem 
Services Approaches to 
Carnivore Conservation. Human 
Dimensions of Wildlife, 14, 
pp.381-392
[2] www.perc.org/articles/
article1016.php 
[3] www.northernjaguarproject.
org/stewardship/ 
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42 Monarch 
Butterfly 
Conservation 
Fund

WWF Mexico A WWF helped create the Monarch Butterfly Conservation Fund to offer long-
term economic incentives to communities committed to preserving forest in the 
Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve’s core zone. The Fund’s benefits accrue 
to those communities which succeed in reducing illegal logging in the area. 
To assist local communities in keeping the forest intact, WWF helps establish 
alternative income-generating ventures. These include sustainable mushroom 
and tree nurseries. The Monarch Butterfly Conservation Fund purchases logging 
permits from permit holders within the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve and 
provides payments to landowners to conserve their lands.

[1] Wolman, A. (2004). A Review of 
Conservation Payment Initiatives 
in Latin America: Conservation 
Concessions, Conservation 
Incentive Agreements and Permit 
Retirement Schemes. William 
& Mary Environmental Law and 
Policy Review
[2] www.worldwildlife.org/stories/
protecting-monarch-butterflies-
and-their-forest s
[3] www.nfwf.org/monarch/Pages/
home.aspx 

43 Sierra Madre 
Occidental 
mountains

Group of NGOs 
and ejidos 

Mexico A An agreement has been reached between the Ejido Cebadillas and six conservation 
groups (five of which were Mexico-based, with the sixth being the Tucson-based 
Wildlands Project) to protect a forty thousand acre land parcel, which  includes the 
nesting sites of half the world’s western thick-billed parrots. Drawn up directly between 
the conservation organisations and the seventy-four members of the ejido, or land  
cooperatives, the agreement gives ejido members 50 percent of the net value of 
the uncut timber within the protected area over the next fifteen years. The Wildlands 
Project will fund a forestry study for the remainder of the cooperative’s land, which will 
result in a sustainable logging plan. If the sustainable management plan is certified 
by the International Forest Stewardship Council, timber will command higher prices 
than before the plan’s certification. In addition, the conservation organisations will 
also encourage eco-tourism development through the construction of three cabins for 
birdwatchers and other visitors interested in the natural beauty of the area.

[1] Wolman, A. (2004) A Review 
of Conservation Payment 
Initiatives in Latin America: 
Conservation Concessions, 
Conservation Incentive 
Agreements and Permit 
Retirement Schemes. William 
& Mary Environmental Law and 
Policy Review

44 PEHS  - PES 
scheme

 Mexico A PES  

45 Biodiversity PES   Mexico A PES  

46 Salween Peace 
Park

Karen 
communities

Myanmar A Although the Salween River basin has been the kaw or ‘territory of life’ of its 
indigenous Karen custodians for about three thousand years, the self-declaration 
of the Salween Peace Park is truly recent, dating from December 2018. The 
approximately 60,000 residents went through a long and laborious process of 
successive consultations, developed their own agreed rules and finally proclaimed 
that their territory was dedicated to fulfilling their own three core aspirations. The 
population chose to declare this territory a Peace Park with three aims: peace and 
self-determination, environmental integrity and cultural survival. Livelihoods are based 
on small-scale agriculture, hunting, fishing, and non-timber forest products. Use of the 
forest and land management is guided by traditional practices that include respect and 
care for species conservation.

[1] Nourishing life— Territories of 
life and food sovereignty. Policy 
Brief of the ICCA Consortium.
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47 Wildlife Credits Wildlife Credits Namibia A • Wildlife Credits creates a direct incentive to keep wildlife on the communal 
land by providing performance reward payments to communities actively 
protecting and conserving wildlife and its habitat. Wildlife Credits focuses 
on those animals such as elephants that cause the most hardship to 
farming communities, but add value to our global lives and collective 
future. Wildlife Credits payments are made based on measured population 
numbers, trends or breeding performance of iconic species or as a reward 
for a community setting aside and protecting land for species conservation. 
The latter can include securing essential wildlife corridors to enable free 
movement of elephants. Wildlife credits are generated locally and nationally. 
On a local level, lodges participating in Wildlife Credits pay a fixed amount 
for each sighting of iconic species on game drives. On a national level, 
the programme leverages a secured, contractual payment in Namibia to 
match each sighting. Sponsors of Wildlife Credits worldwide are invited 
and encouraged to add to the national payment. The first phase of Wildlife 
Credits has begun in Namibia, based on monitoring sightings of iconic 
wildlife species at tourist lodges (references 1 and 2).

• The categories and purpose of the wildlife payments:
(1) Conservation Risk Payment - This is a payment to individuals or 
communities living with problem-causing species (lion, leopard, cheetah, 
hyena, elephants).   
(2) Conservation Service Payments. These are payments to individuals 
or communities providing a service that benefits the conservation of one 
or more species, habitat or ecosystem. Examples might be maintaining a 
species-specific habitat intact, maintaining a defined elephant corridor, or a 
monitoring patrol.
(3) Conservation Performance Payments. These are payments made to 
individuals or communities conditional on achieving a specific conservation 
outcome. Examples might include rhino calves born, rhino calves that 
survive to one year, or increasing Tsessebe populations.

[1] www.wildlifecredits.com/ 
[2] Wildlife Credits: An incentive 
to Conserve. An Overview of the 
Wildlife Credits Programme.

48 KAZA fisheries Namibia Nature 
Foundation

Namibia A This initiative encourages people to value rivers for subsistence/cultural uses 
rather than commercial use, which leads to overexploitation

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

49 Human/Animal 
Conflict 
Self-Insurance 
Scheme 

Namibian 
Government

Namibia A The responsible government ministry is to investigate and establish an 
insurance scheme that would provide payments to affected parties whose 
family members die or are severely injured as a result of human-wildlife 
conflict (HWC). This will apply in all areas of the country but with specific 
conditions. The ministry is also to investigate and establish a HWC livestock 
insurance scheme to offset the costs of livestock deaths.

[1] Kasaona M. K. (2006) An 
assessment of community 
understanding of the Human 
Animal Conservancy Self- 
Insurance Scheme and the 
impact of human-wildlife 
conflicts: a case study from the 
Kwandu conservancy, north-east 
Namibia. University of Kwazulu-
Natal.
[2] www.met.gov.na/files/
downloads/45a_Mail%20
bookof%20GIZ%20Book5.pdf 

50 Rhino Ranger 
Incentive 
Programme

Save the Rhino 
Trust (Namibia)

Namibia A The Conservancy Rhino Ranger Incentive Programme is a direct, 
pragmatic mechanism that helps fulfil its Rhino Custodianship Programme 
responsibilities by strengthening anti-poaching vigilance. The approach 
taken is guided by the belief that securing a future for wild populations of 
rhinos depends on local people refusing to tolerate poaching, and rhinos 
being more valuable alive than dead. 

[1] www.peoplenotpoaching.
org/conservancy-rhino-ranger-
incentive-program 

51 Community 
Forestry 
Programme

Government of 
Nepal

Nepal A The development of community forest user groups (CFUGs) as participative 
institutions is one of the most widespread and rapidly expanding attempts 
to encourage participatory devolution in Nepal under the community forestry 
programme. One of the major goals of this devolution policy, as seen in 
community forestry in Nepal, is to increase participation of local users in 
decision-making and for them to gain benefits from the forests.

[1] Adhikari S, et al (2014) 
Incentives for community 
participation in the governance 
and management of common 
property resources: the case of 
community forest management 
in Nepal. Forest Policy and 
Economics, 44, pp.1-9

52 Securing land 
tenure for local 
communities to 
protect Cross 
River gorillas

The Wildlife 
Conservation 
Society (WCS)

Nigeria A The aim is to promote alternative livelihoods to reduce pressure on endangered 
species and the remaining forests. WCS provides training to boost local incomes 
and to reduce levels of dependence on the forest and on hunting. Currently, the 
approach is to focus on helping make existing cocoa farms more sustainable 
and reducing rates of forest loss in key corridor areas, as well as bee keeping, 
goat husbandry and the rearing of African giant snails. An important part of the 
approach involves working with women’s groups to improve the value of bush 
mango. However, it appears that the main incentive is the rights issue, that is to 
say enabling people’s ability to manage their own forests.

[1] www.panorama.solutions/en/
solution/securing-land-tenure-
local-communities-protect-cross-
river-gorillas 
[2] www.nigeria.wcs.org/wildlife/
cross-river-gorilla.aspx
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53 Baltistan Wildlife 
Conservation 
and 
Development 
Organization 
(BWCDO) 

Baltistan Wildlife 
Conservation and 
Development 
Organization 
(BWCDO) 

Pakistan A The organisation protects Baltistan’s snow leopards by providing economic 
incentives to local farmers in 17 villages. BWCDO has created an innovative 
model of insurance schemes and financial compensation against livestock losses 
following snow leopard attacks. Damages are paid after verification through joint 
decisions taken by BWCDO and Village Insurance Committees established for 
this purpose. Through the organisation’s work, communities have also set up 
predator-proof fencing, received training to improve herding techniques, and 
benefitted from vaccination campaigns that protect both livestock and wildlife.

[1] www.equatorinitiative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2019/02/
BWCDO-Pakistan.pdf 

54 Sepik Wetlands 
Management 
Initiative 

Sepik Wetlands 
Management 
Initiative

Papua New 
Guinea

A The sustainable harvest of crocodile eggs from nest sites along the Sepik river 
is an important source of income for local residents. Previously, crocodile nest 
sites were being indiscriminately destroyed by wetland fires set for hunting, 
agriculture, or as part of land ownership disputes. The initiative instituted a 
programme in which local crocodile egg collectors would receive a guaranteed 
return from a commercial crocodile egg retailer.

[1] www.sgp.undp.org/
resources-155/award-winning-
projects/394-sepik-wetlands-
management-initiative/file.html 

55 Yellow-spotted 
river turtle 
ranching and 
trade

SERNAP 
(Government 
agency), 
supporting NGOs, 
communities

Peru A In Peru, the species is now harvested through a pioneering sustainable use 
ranching programme that promotes its conservation while delivering local social 
benefits to indigenous and local communities. Eggs are collected from the 
wild (within or outside of protected areas) and incubated in artificial, protected 
beaches by local villagers. Some hatchlings are released to the wild to help 
rebuild wild populations, while some are exported as pets, mainly to Hong Kong 
and China. In 2017, almost 700 000 turtles were exported, with the communities 
being the main beneficiaries of this trade.

56 Indigenous 
territorial 
governance in 
Latin America

Indigenous 
communities, 
WWF, 
governments, 
many others

Peru, Bolivia, 
Brazil etc

A Strengthening indigenous territorial governance in Latin America reduces 
illegal logging, illegal wildlife trade (IWT) and deforestation - this is now very 
well supported by many studies. Incentives for the community is being able to 
safeguard their forests and resources for their own use or trade, being able 
to keep out outsiders and commercial developments, safeguarding cultural 
practices. WWF's support is just one example: In addition to instruction, 
indigenous territorial governance (PFGTI) also has an immediate practical 
application. As part of their participation, students must develop a territorial 
governance project for their community. Such projects might include projects 
focusing on women’s role in collecting native seeds, increasing food security, 
direct learning from community elders to strengthen traditional territorial 
management practices, and control and surveillance methods to protect sacred 
sites from external threats. 

[1] www.wwf.panda.org/
wwf_news/successes/?326676/
Bringing-more-voices-
to-Indigenous-territorial-
governance 
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57 Fiscal Benefits 
Project

BirdLife South 
Africa

South Africa A The Fiscal Benefits Project was launched to test biodiversity tax incentives as a 
financial benefit for landowners declaring protected areas. This began with the 
introduction of a new tax incentive into legislation. The impact of the incentive 
was tested at pilot sites across the country, resulting in the successful inclusion 
of the tax break in a tax return. This has paved the way for other privately owned 
protected areas to receive financial recognition. The incentive has also ensured 
the continued governance and management of South Africa’s protected areas, 
utilising building blocks of policy and grassroots engagement, niche expertise 
and a supportive community of practice.

[1] www.biodiversityadvisor.
sanbi.org/industry-and-
conservation/biodiversity-
stewardship/tax-incentives/ 
[2] www.panorama.solutions/
en/solution/biodiversity-tax-
incentives-south-africas-
protected-area-network 
[3] www.birdlife.org/africa/
news/south-africa-gets-first-
biodiversity-tax-incentive 
[4] www.wwf.org.za/?20162/
Tax-incentives-for-South-African-
biodiversity-stewards 

58 Biodiversity 
Stewardship

SANBI South Africa A Biodiversity stewardship is an approach to entering into agreements with private 
and communal landowners to protect and manage land in biodiversity priority 
areas, led by conservation authorities in South Africa. It recognises landowners 
as the custodians of biodiversity on their land. Biodiversity stewardship is based 
on voluntary commitments from landowners, with a range of different types of 
biodiversity stewardship agreements available to support conservation and 
sustainable resource use.

[1] www.biodiversityadvisor.
sanbi.org/industry-and-
conservation/biodiversity-
stewardship/ 
[2] www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/
IMG/pdf/study-innovative-
instruments-african-pas_iddri_
iucn_maedi-full_cle0eb6f9.pdf 
[3] www.cepf.net/sites/
default/files/01-2015_10_02-
biodiversity-stewardship-
factsheet.pdf 
[4] www.biodiversityfinance.net/
south-africa 
[5] www.spiral.imperial.ac.uk/
bitstream/10044/1/53033/5/ES-
2016-9148.pdf 

59 Ezemvelo KZN 
Wildlife Game 
Auction

Ezemvelo KZN South Africa A Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife is a for-profit conservation organisation in the 
province of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Every year the organisation holds 
a game auction to sell surplus wildlife from the protected areas it manages. 
The auction is promoted as a sustainable activity and a game management 
tool that helps maintain the quality of South Africa’s game stock. In 
2008, the auction raised R12,061,600 (about USD 1.3 million) toward 
the organisation’s annual operating budget. The organisation provides 
ecotourism services and engages in conservation and land stewardship 
activities with local landowners and other stakeholders.

[1] www.d2ouvy59p0dg6k.
cloudfront.net/downloads/wwf_
guide_to_conservation_finance.
pdf 
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60 Conservation 
performance 
payments

Government Sweden A This programme was initiated in 1996 to provide positive incentives for 
herders to tolerate rare predators such as wolverine and lynx, which prey 
extensively on domestic reindeer in the winter, and to provide an alternative 
to some of the problems inherent to livestock predation compensation 
schemes. Where wolverine or lynx successfully reproduce on Sami 
lands, villages receive collective payments; reproduction must be verified 
by government personnel responsible for making the payments. Lower 
payments are also made for the “regular and occasional occurrence” of 
these species on community lands.

[1] Nelson F (2009) Developing 
Payments for Ecosystem 
Services Approaches to 
Carnivore Conservation. Human 
Dimensions of Wildlife. 14(6), 
pp.381-392
[2] http://ec.europa.eu/
environment/nature/rbaps/fiche/
conservation-performance-
payments-sweden_en.htm 
[3] Zabel, A., & Holm-Müller, 
K. (2008). Conservation 
performance payments for 
carnivore conservation in 
Sweden. Conservation Biology, 
22(2), 247–251

61 Community 
partnerships for 
the production of 
carbon offsets

Carbon 
Tanzania and 
Ujamaa 
Community 
Resource Team 

Tanzania A Carbon Tanzania, a social enterprise based in Arusha, works with community 
groups to sell carbon credits using the REDD+ model. This project has 
succeeded in selling all of the project’s credits produced to-date on the 
voluntary carbon market, including advance sales through 2020. The Yaeda 
project is certified by Plan Vivo Foundation. The Nature Conservancy 
calculated the amount of carbon certificates that could be issued through 
an above-ground biomass survey, Land Sat and Google Earth satellite 
imagery. This analysis established baseline estimates for the area’s rate of 
deforestation, and for the amount of carbon stored within each hectare.

[1] Trupin, R., T. Morgan-Brown, 
H. Doulton and F. Nelson. 
2018. Making Community 
Forest Enterprises Deliver for 
Livelihoods and Conservation 
in Tanzania. Africa Biodiversity 
Collaborative Group. 
Access online: http://www.
abcg.org/action/document/
show?document_id=936   
[2] www.abcg.org/news?article_
id=152 
[2] www.carbontanzania.com/
about-us#how 

62 Ruaha Carnivore 
Project

Ruaha Carnivore 
Project

Tanzania A The Ruaha Carnivore Project (RCP), part of Oxford University’s WildCRU, 
was established in 2009. In response to community needs, RCP has 
developed a variety of benefit initiatives, such as scholarship programmes, 
school feeding, and the provision of healthcare and educational supplies to 
local villages. These have had positive impacts on local peoples’ lives, and 
improved relationships between villagers and conservation organisations. 
However, benefits were usually seen as due to the presence of the project, 
not directly because of wildlife presence. To address this, RCP developed a 
new initiative called ‘community camera-trapping’ (CCT), where the provision 
of additional community benefits is based specifically on wildlife presence. 

[1] Dickman A, et al. (2018) 
Incentives for lion conservation 
and financial tools for co-
existence. Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Lions in Africa, 
IUCN SSC Specialist Cat Group. 
[2] www.ruahacarnivoreproject.
com/ 

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

63 The Simanjiro 
Payment for 
ecosystem 
services initiative 
(PES) 

Group of tourism 
operators 

Tanzania A A consortium of tourism companies has contracted with a local pastoralist 
village to conserve a key wildlife dispersal area in exchange for annual 
financial payments. The essence of this agreement is that the tour operators 
pay for land in which they have no direct commercial interests, but which 
is still indirectly of value to their businesses as a result of the land’s 
importance for wildlife. The agreement ensures an annual payment by the 
operators of approximately USD 4500 in exchange for the village agreeing 
to formally exclude agricultural cultivation or permanent settlements from the 
concession area. The contract also formally provides for the community’s 
commitment to prevent activities such as charcoal burning and unlicensed 
hunting in the concession area. In exchange for the community assuming 
these enforcement responsibilities, the Wildlife Conservation Society has 
agreed to provide salaries and equipment for four village scouts

[1] Nelson et al (2009) Payments 
for Ecosystem Services as a 
Framework for Community-
Based Conservation in Northern 
Tanzania. Conservation Biology.
[2] www.ujamaa-crt.org/case-
study-conservation-easements.
html 

64 African cherry 
trade Prunus 
africana

Communities, 
governments, 
NGOs

Uganda
Cameroon

A Rural communities are involved in wild harvest and trade. 

65 The Environment 
Bank

The Environment 
Bank

UK A When a development has an unavoidable impact on biodiversity, the 
Environment Bank works with a range of partners to locate and establish 
high-quality offset schemes that contribute to local conservation objectives 
whilst ensuring value for money and a net gain for the development. The 
work is with local authorities to establish strategically located, local habitat 
banks to meet the current and future compensation needs of an authority. 
The long-term goal is to create large conservation areas to deliver the best 
gains for the environment in the most time and cost-effective manner for 
developers.

[1] www.environmentbank.com/
about-us/ 
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66 Conservation 
Banking

U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service

USA A Conservation banks are permanently protected lands that contain natural 
resource values. Conservation banks function to offset adverse impacts to 
these species that occurred elsewhere, sometimes referred to as off-site 
mitigation. In exchange for permanently protecting the land and managing 
it for these species, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) approves a 
specified number of habitat or species credits that bank owners may sell. 
Developers or other project proponents who need to compensate for the 
unavoidable adverse impacts their projects have on species may purchase the 
credits from conservation bank owners to mitigate their impacts. Conservation 
banking offers opportunities for a variety of landowners through preservation, 
enhancement, restoration and/or establishment of habitat for species, Lands 
used for ranching, farming, and timber operations or similar agricultural 
purposes can function as conservation banks if they are managed as habitat 
for species. Degraded habitat, such as retired croplands or orchards, may be 
restored. Linear areas or corridors, such as stretches of streams and their 
associated riparian habitat that link populations of species, may also qualify as 
conservation banks (reference 1).
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) conservation banking programme 
began in the mid-1990s, approving banks for a number of federally listed 
species. Many of these banks were set up in cooperation with other Federal 
agencies or the State of California. In 2003, the Service introduced its 
“Guidance for the Establishment, Use, and Operation of Conservation 
Banks” (2003 Guidance) to help USFWS personnel (1) evaluate the use of 
conservation banks to meet the conservation needs of listed species; (2) fulfill 
the purposes of the ESA; and (3) provide consistency and predictability in the 
establishment, use, and operation of conservation banks (reference 3).

[1] www.fws.gov/endangered/
esa-library/pdf/conservation_
banking.pdf 
[2] www.fws.gov/endangered/
landowners/conservation-
banking.html 
[3] www.fws.gov/endangered/
landowners/conservation-
banking-analysis.html   
[4] www.fws.gov/endangered/
landowners/pdf/CB%20
Report%20DOI_Final_
Sept2013.pdf 
[5] www.fws.gov/endangered/
landowners/conservation-
banking-analysis.html    
[6] www.fws.gov/
endangered/landowners/pdf/
Conservation%20Banking%20
Overview%20DOI-Sept2013.pdf 
[7] www.fws.gov/endangered/
landowners/pdf/CB%20
Sponsors%20and%20
Managers%20Survey%20
Report_Final_092716.pdf   
[8] www.fws.gov/endangered/
landowners/conservation-
banking-analysis.html 

67 Wild Sky Beef American Prairie 
Reserve

USA A This programme works to increase wildlife populations around American 
Prairie Reserve by providing ranchers financial rewards for living with 
wildlife. The goal is to create an environment where ranchers view wildlife as 
an asset rather than a liability.
Production of food for conservation of products such as Bags4Good are 
reusable shopping bags. These are themed round a specific cause and sold 
in a national food chain at a premium. This forms the customer’s donation to 
the cause. Customers align with the cause when buying the bag, while the 
food chain pays a premium to the cause on each bag sold. 

[1] www.wildskybeef.org

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

68 Conservation 
Reserve 
Programme

The US 
Department of 
Agriculture’s 
(USDA)

USA A In exchange for a yearly rental payment, farmers enrolled in the programme 
agree to remove environmentally sensitive land from agricultural production 
and plant species that will improve environmental health and quality. Contracts 
for land enrolled in CRP are 10-15 years in length. The long-term goal of the 
programme is to re-establish valuable land cover to help improve water quality, 
prevent soil erosion, and reduce loss of wildlife habitat.

[1] www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-
and-services/conservation-
programs/conservation-reserve-
program/ 

69 Catskills 
Payment for 
ecosystem 
services scheme 
(PES)

 USA A PES

70 Wild harvest of 
Caiman 
crocodilus 
crocodilus

 Venezuela A This initiative includes the collecting of their eggs followed by hatching and 
rearing of juveniles for exotic skin trade and meat (Ranching of crocodilians).

71 UN-REDD 
Vietnam 
Programme

United nations 
Development 
Programme 
(UNDP)

Vietnam A To enhance Viet Nam’s ability to benefit from future results-based payments 
for reducing emissions from deforestation (REDD+) and undertake 
transformational changes in the forestry sector

[1] www.vn.undp.org/content/
vietnam/en/home/operations/
projects/environment_
climatechange/un-redd_
vietnam_programme_phase_2.
html 

72 Lower Zambezi 
REDD+ 

BioCarbon 
Partners

Zambia A The Lower Zambezi REDD+ Project (LZRP) implements a set of community 
livelihood and development activities in return for help protecting Rufunsa 
Conservancy.  The Conservancy adds 400 square kilometres of improved 
conservation area in a buffer zone directly adjacent to Lower Zambezi 
National Park, an area 10% the size of the Park. This is important since 
buffer zones to parks can often be “sinks”, not sources of lion.

[1] Dickman A, et al. (2018) 
Incentives for lion conservation 
and financial tools for co-
existence. Guidelines for the 
Conservation of Lions in Africa, 
IUCN SSC Specialist Cat Group. 
[2] www.blog.biocarbonpartners.
com/lion-and-carbon-how-redd-
is-improving-biodiversity-in-
zambia/ 

73 Kariba REDD+ 
project

South Pole Zimbabwe A Since its launch in 2011, the Kariba REDD+ project has protected nearly 
785,000 hectares from deforestation and land degradation, preventing 
more than 18 million tonnes of carbon dioxide emissions being released 
into the atmosphere. The project continues to support regional sustainable 
development and the independence and wellbeing of local communities.

[1] www.southpole.com/projects/
community-development-
protects-forests 
[2] www.southpole.com/uploads/
media/kariba-redd-project-book.
pdf 
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74 PhytoTrade 
Africa

Regional trade 
association, 
involving 
members from 
six countries in 
Southern Africa 
(Botswana, 
Malawi, 
Namibia, South 
Africa, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe)

Botswana
Malawi
Namibia
South Africa
Zambia
Zimbabwe

B Its primary objective is to supplement the income of poor rural communities, 
particularly those living in marginal dryland areas, through the commercialisation 
of a range of natural products, derived from sustainably managed, indigenous 
floristic resources. PhytoTrade operates as a conventional trade association 
with a substantial set of additional functions as a development institution. It is a 
regional not-for-profit service provider, acting as a mechanism for community-
based natural product producers and traders to generate business for 
themselves. It also provides an operational focus for development interventions 
on behalf of the sub-sector. PhytoTrade does not itself engage in trade or in 
financing the business of members, but facilitates the trade of members and 
other community-based operators in the natural products sector.

[1] www.
sustainabledevelopment.un.org/
partnership/?p=1605

75 COURO 
VEGETAL DA 
AMAZÔNIA

Couro Vegetal da 
Amazônia

Brazil B Couro Vegetal da Amazônia began operating in the Brazilian state of Acre in 
1996, in an attempt to improve the livelihood opportunities and wellbeing of 
Amazonian rubber-tapping communities. 

[1] www.equatorinitiative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2017/05/
case_1348152297.pdf 

76 IBIS Rice Wildlife 
Conservation 
Society (WCS), 
BirdLife

Cambodia B IBIS Rice is an agri-environmental payment programme that was initiated 
in 2007 (reference 3). Launched by the WCS Cambodia Programme, IBIS 
Rice is an ambitious, not-for-profit conservation enterprise working with 
Cambodian farmers to produce world-class, Wildlife Friendly™, organic 
jasmine rice. They do this by selling their rice crop at a premium price, which 
aims to increase household income and reduce food insecurity. In return, 
villagers agree to respect the wildlife sanctuary laws (reference 1).                                     
Sansom Mlup Prey (SMP) was established in 2009 to develop, promote and 
market wildlife-friendly products grown or crafted in communities located 
in all categories of land protected for their biodiversity value in Cambodia.  
SMP buys malis rice at a premium from village marketing networks (VMN), 
whose members are made up of farmers who are often not food secure and 
have traditionally relied on forest resources for income. We actively use the 
Wildlife Friendly® label. SMP markets to a number of hotels and restaurants 
locally. The retail size packages are sold as well as in bulk. Marketing to the 
Kmhers would require a whole new level of marketing, which is currently not 
affordable (reference 2).                                   

[1] www.birdlife.org/worldwide/
news/ibis-rice-bird-friendly-rice-
scheme-boosting-livelihoods-
cambodia   
[2] Clements T, John A, Nielsen 
K, An D, Tan S and E.J.Milner-
Gulland (2010) Payments for 
biodiversity conservation in the 
context of weak institutions: 
Comparison of three programmes 
from Cambodia. Ecological 
Economics. 69(6), pp.1283-1291
[3] www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/25492724 
[4] www.wildlifefriendly.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/
islandwood-proceedings-2011.pdf     
[5] www.equatorinitiative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2017/05/
case_1348260458.pdf 
[6] Clements T and E.J. Milner-
Gulland (2015) Impact of 
payments for environmental 
services and protected areas 
on local livelihoods and forest 
conservation in northern 
Cambodia. Conservation Biology, 
29(1), pp.78-87

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
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77 Sustainable 
rattan

WWF Cambodia
Laos
Vietnam

B The aim is to secure credible forest certification - Forest Stewardship Council 
(FSC) and Fair Trade - as well as establish a more sustainable production 
system together with the rattan industry and the people depending on it. 

WWF is doing this by:
• Developing forest management plans with the communities.
• Training pre-processors and traders on management and clean production
• Supporting the establishment of market and business links along the supply 
chain.
• Organising stakeholder workshops to support better legislation.
• Promoting FSC and Fair Trade certification of the forests as well as the 
products.

[1] www.greatermekong.panda.
org/our_solutions/projects/
sustainablerattan/project/

78 Improved 
Certification 
Schemes for 
Sustainable 
Tropical Forest 
Management

UN Environment 
Programme 
(UNEP)

Cameroon
Brazil
Mexico

B The aim of this project is to develop the tools and incentives to help small 
forest managers, communities and collectors of Non-timber forest products 
(NTFP) in the tropics to identify and protect biodiversity in the forests they 
manage (the ‘Target Forests’). It does this through certification, whilst 
continuing to allow beneficiaries to meet their own management objectives.

[1] www.thegef.org/project/
improved-certification-schemes-
sustainable-tropical-forest-
management

79 Forest 
Certification for 
Ecosystem 
Services 
(ForCES)

Forest 
Stewardship 
Council (FSC)

Chile
Indonesia
Nepal 
Vietnam

B The aim of the ForCES project was to design and test an adaptation 
to FSC’s certification system that could lead to new rewards for forest 
managers from the emerging markets for ecosystem services. Working at 
10 pilot sites in four countries (Chile, Indonesia, Nepal and Viet Nam), the 
ForCES project tested a new ecosystem services procedure and market 
tools, which were developed after extensive market research. To add value 
for certificate holders, the new FSC ecosystem services tools must enable 
certificate holders to convert demonstrated impacts from their management 
activities into direct benefits. As part of the ForCES project, each pilot site 
developed a business model for how forest managers would be rewarded – 
financially or otherwise – for their efforts

[1] www.ic.fsc.org/en/what-is-fsc/
what-we-do/ecosystemservices 
[2] www.forces.fsc.org/ 
[3] wwf.exposure.co/wood-
water-more 

80 Community 
Health 
Programme

Blue Ventures Comoros
Mozambique
Tanzania
Kenya
Indonesia
Timor-Leste

B This community health programme is a key component of our Public health 
engagement (PHE) approach; a holistic way of working which reflects the 
connections between people, their health and the environment. PHE entails 
the integration of family planning and other community health services with 
natural resource management, biodiversity conservation and alternative 
livelihood initiatives.

[1] www.blueventures.org/
conservation/community-health/ 
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81 Jaguar Friendly 
Coffee (example 
of Wildlife 
Friendly 
Enterprise 
Network)

The Arizona 
Center for Nature 
Conservation 
(ACNC)/Phoenix 
Zoo  and ProCAT

Costa Rica B The ACNC and ProCAT are working with Finca Las Alturas ranch in Costa Rica to 
support a landscape where farmers, jaguars and other wildlife co-exist. Jaguars are in 
decline in the wild due mainly to illegal hunting and habitat loss, with the overall jaguar 
population estimated to occupy less than 50 percent of its former range.  ACNC and 
ProCAT encourage growers in the corridor to adopt “jaguar-friendly” practices such 
as organic, pesticide-free farming, not allowing hunting on their land, and maintaining 
a mix of coffee and native trees/shrubs to provide animals with food and shelter. 
These practices are beneficial to all wildlife in the region, not just jaguars. By using 
certification as an innovative conservation tool we can achieve conservation goals 
while supporting local farmers in jaguar range countries and share these incredible 
stories of coexistence with aspirational consumers around the world.

[1] www.wildlifefriendly.org/tag/
jaguar-friendly/

82 Preserving the 
ecosystem in and 
around the Bale 
National Park

Farm Africa Ethiopia B Through individual training and mentoring programmes, the introduction of 
institutional systems and research into environment management, this project 
will enhance the livelihoods of local people, helping to reduce poverty and the 
current reliance on unsustainable practices. This includes water use and the 
regulation of the flow of the rivers that bring water to millions of people living 
downstream, whose livelihoods are at risk. 

[1] www.farmafrica.org/ethiopia/
share-bale-eco-region 
[2] www.farmafrica.org/latest/
postcard-from/post/826-making-
conservation-profitable 
[3] www.farmafrica.org/
downloads/resources/
farm-africa---sustainable-
livelihoods-through-ecosystem-
conservation.pdf 

83 Incentive 
programme for 
Kibber

Nature 
Conservation 
Foundation

India B The village designated approximately 500 ha (6% of their regularly used grazing 
land) as an area to be free of livestock grazing and human use for 5 years, 
to conserve bharal, a key snow leopard (SL) prey source. As an incentive for 
compliance, and as compensation for lost grazing, the Nature Conservation 
Foundation agreed to pay the council a yearly sum or lease fee. This money is 
used by the council for collective work and village development schemes. Three 
villagers are employed as guards to prevent free-ranging animals from entering 
the area, and the council itself ensures that herded livestock are not taken in. In 
addition, the village agrees not to kill SLs, and to help in the development of an 
insurance scheme that would compensate people for lost livestock.

[1] Mishra C, et al. (2003). The 
Role of Incentive Programmes in 
Conserving the Snow Leopard. 
Conservation Biology, 17(6), 
pp.1512-1520
[2] Nelson F (2009) Developing 
Payments for Ecosystem 
Services Approaches to 
Carnivore Conservation. Human 
Dimensions of Wildlife, 14(6), 
pp.381-392

84 WildStuff WWF India India or 
Europe

B The vision - A marketplace that links buyers anywhere with producers in 
landscapes through the sharing economy (like Amazon, e-bay, Etsy, etc);
• Incentivises a shift toward sustainable production;
• Reduces perverse incentives to clear habitat for new production.
• Acts as an aggregator of all sustainably produced products from landscapes – 
not just WWF supported ones;
• Will use existing certification and verification schemes including FairWild, 
Direct Trade Standard, FSC, MSC, RSPO, Rainforest alliance, Trustea, ISEAL, 
Fairtrade, Better Cotton Initiative, Fabindia, Social Traders

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

85 Alam Sehat 
Lestari

Health in 
Harmony

Indonesia B Alam Sehat Lestari (ASRI) operate a hospital that provides high quality, 
affordable healthcare to the communities surrounding Gunung Palung National 
Park.  The hospital is an integrated, community-focused resource. The 
communities’ key innovation is a “green credit” system, whereby villages who 
don't participate in illegal logging (verified by logging monitoring staff) receive 
discounts of up to 70% on healthcare services. 

[1] www.healthinharmony.org/
programs/programs-asri/health-
care/ 

86 Yayasan Planet 
Indonesia  

Yayasan Planet 
Indonesia

Indonesia B Yayasan Planet Indonesia conserves vulnerable ecosystems through village-
led partnerships.  The model is based on the establishment of Conservation 
Cooperatives (CCs), community-led organisations that engage in the management 
of protected areas and at-risk ecosystems. CCs are platforms for the organisation to 
administer services to communities in three sectors: business, education (through 
local community tutors), health and water, sanitation and hygiene services.. 
The organisation’s CC model utilises a unique four-step approach to help 
communities achieve fair and equitable development through: (i) identifying new 
livelihoods and sources of income; (ii) transferring assets and providing building 
community capital by creating savings and loans programmes; and (iv) providing 
mentoring and life skills coaching to advance the sustainability of development 
activities.
The CCs promote conservation activities at the community level to protect forests 
and wildlife, while also serving as a mechanism to address the root causes of rural 
poverty. The activities within each Conservation Co-operative vary.  In one area, the 
CC is creating a larger buffer zone for an important protected forest where Yayasan 
Planet Indonesia discovered orangutans for the first time in 2016. In the Sintang 
District, all 1,500 members are women who create textiles and weaving products. 
Trees are planted on remnant forests within oil palm plantations. The species planted 
are those used by local women for natural dyes in weaving. When women use natural 
dyes in their products, they can increase the price fivefold.   
The Friendly Forest Initiative focuses on creating Conservation Co-operatives that 
work with non-timber forest products to convert degraded lands into forests that 
benefit both humans and wildlife. They provide incentives for the rehabilitation of 
degraded lands and reduction of animal poaching in nearby protected forests.  As 
an extension of the Friendly Forest Initiative, the Gunung Niut Project has been 
working since 2016 with indigenous law, community-based forest patrol units, and 
wildlife ecology in the Gunung Niut Nature Reserve. Yayasan Planet Indonesia has 
been allowed by the national government to reforest lands that have been logged 
around these villages with high-value fruit and non-timber forest product trees. The 
organisation is also targeting 1,200 households in the protected area to provide a new 
management system for bushmeat consumption. Using data from their biodiversity 
surveys, they aim to establish ‘no-harvest zones’ within the reserve. These areas act 
as breeding sites for deer, boar, and other animals that are the only source of protein 
for the local villages. 

[1] www.equatorinitiative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2019/02/
Yayasan-Planet-Indonesia-
Case-Study-English-r3.pdf  
[2] www.equatorinitiative.
org/2017/06/28/yayasan-planet-
indonesia/ 
[3] www.planetindonesia.org/ 
[4] www.issuu.com/
planetindonesia/docs/
impact_2018-5 
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87 Kipepeo Butterfly 
Project

Nature Kenya 
(previously 
the East Africa 
Natural History 
Society) and 
National 
Museums of 
Kenya

Kenya B Kipepeo is a community based enterprise that supports the livelihoods of people 
living around Arabuko Sokoke forest in coastal Kenya, East Africa. This provides an 
incentive for their participation in the conservation of a forest with high biodiversity 
and endemism. Wild butterflies are trapped, lay eggs, and the offspring are sold to 
European collectors (reference 1).

[1] Gordon, I. and Ayiemba, 
W. (2003) Harnessing butterfly 
biodiversity for improving 
livelihoods and forest 
conservation: The Kipepeo 
Project. Journal of Environment 
and Development
[2] www.kipepeo.org/the-forest/ 
[3] www.peoplenotpoaching.org/
kipepeo-butterfly-project 

88 Mara Beef World Overview 
of Conservation 
Approaches and 
Technologies 
(WOCAT)

Kenya B Mara Beef provides a new direct to market sales approach for pastoralists in Kenya, in 
an effort to make livestock production more viable to local landowners. This livestock 
production model is combined with rangeland management and training in an effort to 
improve pastoral livelihoods, restore rangelands and prevent degradation, and support 
biodiversity conservation. Mara Beef is engaged in many facets of improved rangeland 
management. These include the management of Enonkishu Conservancy and Naretoi 
farms; the Mara Training Centre, a training hub for rangeland management; and using 
the Mara Beef network to link pastoral communities with higher value market. This plan 
encourages seasonal rotational grazing that allows grasslands to be heavily grazed for 
short periods, and allowed to recover over long periods. Conflict between predators and 
cattle is minimised through the use of mobile bomas (enclousers), to protect cattle at night. 

[1] www.qcat.wocat.net/en/
summary/4020/?as=html 

89 Capacity, Policy 
and Financial 
Incentives for 
Participatory 
forest 
management 
(PFM) in Kirisia 
Forest and 
integrated 
Rangelands 
Management

Food and 
Agriculture 
Organisation 
of the United 
Nations (FAO)

Kenya B The long-term vision encapsulated in the Management Plan is that Leroghi/Kirisia 
ecosystem becomes the best managed and conserved in Kenya, and that it continues 
to sustainably provide goods and services that lead to improved livelihoods of the 
Leroghi/Kirisia forest adjacent communities and Kenyans at large. To realize this 
ambitious vision, the development partners need to engage the communities living 
around the forest in a participatory process. This provides policy, legal, financial and 
capacity incentives for sustainable forest governance and management, as well 
as biodiversity conservation. The latter are the cornerstones of resilient economic 
development of the Samburu County and its people.

Achievement of the long-term vision will therefore require the adoption of participatory 
forest management (PFM) and improved management of the rangelands around 
the forest. To achieve this, the partners need to strengthen the nascent governance 
system (Chartered Financial Analyst for PFM), put in place incentives for PFM, specific 
programmes for biodiversity management (including the natural forest and wildlife), 
participatory biodiversity Monitoring and Evaluation programme; economic/financial 
incentives for conservation and sustainable use, including tourism development 
and other non-timber forest products; sustainable rangeland management and 
grazing regimes, and community legal empowerment, including harmonisation of the 
devolution-led policy changes with local and national natural resources management 
policies. 

[1] www.thegef.org/sites/
default/files/project_
documents/06-21-16_Project_
document_PAD_0.pdf 
[2] www.thegef.org/project/
capacity-policy-and-financial-
incentives-pfm-kirisia-forest-and-
integrated-rangelands 
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90 Fisheries 
management

Blue Ventures Madagascar B Blue Ventures works with coastal communities to overcome this conservation 
commitment conundrum. This is done by introducing short-term closures 
of fishing grounds to boost catches, thus sparking and building enduring 
support for more ambitious management efforts that are led by communities, 
for communities. By returning meaningful economic benefits in timeframes 
that work for traditional fishers, this model inspires local leadership to protect 
marine biodiversity and improve food security.

Temporary fisheries closures, usually implemented alongside concerted 
efforts in local capacity-building for data collection, interpretation and 
ownership; fishery and financial management are sometimes seen as 
ways to allow stocks (e.g. of octopus) to be replenished. These methods 
theoretically result in more numerous and bigger octopus being caught 
post-closure. However, understanding is growing that the impacts of these 
temporary fishery closures (and the activities which accompany their 
implementation) can be more diverse and far-reaching, at both individual and 
community levels. Such impacts may include empowering women through 
skills transfer; encouraging women to become more active in fisheries 
management; improved community cohesion; conflict resolution, and 
reinvigorating traditional practices and a sense of cultural identity.

[1] www.discover.
blueventures.org/marine-
management-pays-2/#3 
[2] www.blog.blueventures.
org/en/using-fisheries-
monitoring-as-a-tool-for-
empowering-women-in-timor-
leste/ 
[3] www.blog.blueventures.
org/en/toudani-inspiring-a-
connection-with-land-ocean-
and-culture/ 
[4] www.blog.blueventures.
org/en/taking-control-with-
tara-bandu-part-2/ 

91 Masoala National 
Park Integrated 
Conservation 
and 
Development 
Programme
(ICDP)

 Madagascar B The Masoala ICDP's strategy is to create economic incentives for 
conservation, by working with local communities to develop markets for 
forest products from the buffer areas and nature-based tourism in the park.

[1] C. Kremen, J. O. Niles, M. 
G. Dalton, G. C. Daily, P. R. 
Ehrlich, J. P. Fay, D. Grewal 
and R. P. Guillery (2000) 
Economic Incentives for Rain 
Forest Conservation across 
Scales. Science, 288(5472), 
pp. 1828-1832
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92 Snow Leopard 
Enterprises, 
part of the 
Wildlife-friendly 
Enterprise 
Network (WFEN)

International 
Snow Leopard 
Trust

Mongolia B Snow Leopard Enterprises was initiated in 1998 in response to an expressed 
need on the part of herders for improved access to markets, in exchange 
for a conservation commitment. The incentive programme focuses on value 
addition to wool. The hand-crafted products that herders are encouraged and 
trained to produce are about 15-20 times more valuable than the raw wool 
they usually sell.

[1] Mishra, C., Allen, P., 
McCarthy, T.O.M., Madhusudan, 
M.D., Bayarjargal, A. and Prins, 
H.H. (2003) The role of incentive 
programmes in conserving the 
snow leopard. Conservation 
Biology, 17(6), pp.1512-1520.
[2] Wildlife Friendly Enterprise 
Network Scaling-Up Workshop 
Proceedings, at Islandwood on 
Bainbrudge Island, Washingtono 
2011. TRANSLINKS Linking 
Natural Resources, Economic 
Gorwth and Good Governance. 
USAID and Enterprise Works/
VITA: http://wildlifefriendly.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/
islandwood-proceedings-2011.
pdf 

94 Niassa Lion 
Project 

Niassa Lion 
Project 

Mozambique B Niassa Lion Project (NLP) aims to build a sustainable lion-friendly 
community by working closely with community members, government 
officials, reserve management team, and tourism operators. They consider 
everyone a participant in conservation.

[1] www.wildnet.org/wildlife-
programs/lion-niassa/ 
[2] www.rateltrust.org/ 

95 MaliVerde International 
Union for 
Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) 
and GreenFi 
Systems Limited

Mozambique
Tanzania
Kenya
Ghana
Cameroon
DRC,
Burkina Faso

B The community Environment Conservation - also known as MaliVerde (green 
wealth) - is a mechanism to incentivise sustainable ecosystem use and 
management and to address community livelihood needs. It establishes a 
revolving credit scheme where loans are conditional to borrowers. This idea 
addresses the climate aspect of this problem by (i) creating a mechanism 
to crowd-in local financial/in-kind contributions to scale climate investment 
in otherwise unbankable communities, by the communities themselves, and 
thereby (ii) ensuring small-scale farmers and fishers can contribute meaningfully 
and cost-effectively to NDC targets. It is a community managed revolving credit 
facility for small-scale producers who engage in sustainable land and marine 
resources management. It uses an eco-credit system to track financial and 
environmental impacts.

[1] www.climatefinancelab.org/
project/sustainable-land-marine-
resources/ 

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
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96 Grazing WORKS 
/ Livestock 
WORKS 

Northern 
Rangelands Trust

Kenya B NRT established this in 2011 as a “mobile market,” which buys cattle directly from 
program participants who follow sustainable grazing practices. Once purchased and 
quarantined for six weeks, the cattle are fattened on nutrient-rich grasses, slaughtered, 
and then sold in Nairobi meat markets. The program incentivizes improved grassland 
management and discourages pastoral herders from maintaining large herds because 
they know they can sell cows when they need to for a decent price.
In 2015, NatureVest enabled an investment into GrazingWorks, a social enterprise 
based in Kenya’s central-northern rangelands and headquartered in Lewa Conservancy. 
The social enterprise: NRT-T: Toward this effort, NRT spun off a social enterprise, NRT-T, 
that focuses on finding “ways to create business lines that are in support and enabling 
the conservation and livelihood missions of [NRT]” (TNC). The Nature Conservancy 
is providing NRT-T with technical support and grants, including grants for the livestock 
market business line, GrazingWorks (GW). To enable its expansion, NatureVest 
facilitated the injection of up to US$7 million into GrazingWorks -half of that to be a loan 
at 1% interest. The business, GrazingWorks,  tries to make money so it can repay the 
loan while also achieving conservation and development goals. To do so, it functions as 
a cattle trader. It buys cattle from pastoral communities organized through the 33 NRT 
conservancies. After purchasing the cattle, GrazingWorks transports them to ranches 
and conservancies with better grass in the fertile Laikipia region, nestled between 
Kenya’s central highlands and arid north. Land in this region is concentrated in the hands 
of white ranchers, international institutions, and Kenyan elites (a point we return to later). 
There the cattle are “finished” – fattened up and slaughtered. Ideally, GrazingWorks sells 
cattle for more than they cost to buy, transport, and fatten; it then invests money in buying 
more cattle. The sale is also subject to a county government cattle tax, which we were 
told is not regularly paid in other non-GrazingWorks cattle markets. In 2015, the project 
contributed a total of about Ksh1.1 million (around US$110,000) to county governments. 

[1] Dempsey, J. and Bigger, P. 
(2019) Intimate Mediations of 
For-Profit Conservation Finance: 
Waste, Improvement, and 
Accumulation. Antipode, 51(2), 
pp.517-538.  
[2] www.nrt-kenya.org/nrt-trading   
[3] www.nrt-kenya.org/
livestockworks 
[4] www.nrt-kenya.org/sacco 
[5] NRT (2017) State of 
Conservancies Report 
2017. Access online: https://
static1.squarespace.com/
static/5af1629f12b13f5ce97ca0b5/
t/5b727401575d1f3a6fb
55fec/1534227491888/
LOW_Res_2017_State_Of_
Conservancies_Report.+FINAL.
pdf 

97 BeadWorks Northern 
Rangelands Trust

Kenya B BeadWORKS aims to empower women and diversify family income, 
reducing reliance on livestock and natural resources. BeadWORKS partners 
with established women’s groups in conservancies, training them on 
craftsmanship, product development, and basic marketing & accounting 
skills. Products are sold by Northern Rangelands Trust (NRT) Trading in the 
USA, Australia and elsewhere (reference 2). 

[1] www.beadworkskenya.com/
beadworks 
[2] www.blog.nature.org/
science/2015/11/30/good-news-
elephants-community-reduce-
poaching-35-percent/ 
[3] NRT (2017) State of 
Conservancies Report 
2017. Access online: https://
static1.squarespace.com/
static/5af1629f12b13f5ce97ca0b5/
t/5b727401575d1f3a6fb
55fec/1534227491888/
LOW_Res_2017_State_Of_
Conservancies_Report.+FINAL.
pdf 
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98 Cheetah Country 
eco-labelling 
programme

Cheetah 
Conservation 
Fund (CCF)

Namibia B (1) In 2000, CCF conceptualized the CheetahCountry. This is an Eco 
Labelling Programme to encourage predator-friendly farming techniques 
in producing beef, goat cheese, crafts, honey and wine [49, 62]. Under the 
brand Cheetah Country, CCF hopes to transform the perception of cheetahs 
from vermin that threaten farmers’ livelihoods into that of a precious natural 
resource fostering tourism and economic development. The eco-label 
certifies a product meets or exceeds a set of consistent standards for 
environmental protection or social justice. Cheetah Country Beef, the eco- 
label for cattle farmers who ascribe to predator-friendly farming practices, 
has not yet been launched. However, under the voluntary certification, 
farmers would sign an agreement stating they will not indiscriminately 
kill cheetahs on their farmland and in return, they would receive a price 
premium for their meat. The extra money will help farmers cover the cost of 
implementing non-lethal predator control measures, like the cost of calving 
kraals or keeping a livestock guarding dog (reference one). 
(2) Dancing Goat Creamery is a model goat farm that demonstrates non-
lethal predator deterrent strategies to protect livestock. Through use of 
livestock guardian dogs, fencing and careful management, the Creamery 
shows local farmers they can apply similar practices to their livelihoods. 
Dancing Goat Creamery’s products use milk from Saanen and French Alpine 
dairy goats of notable stock. The Creamery offers feta in light salt brine, or 
as a small cheese wheel, and chevre as a log in vacuum packs or in bulk 
containers, as well as ice creams and fudge. See reference two for Certified 
Wildlife FriendlyTMChevre from Dancing Goat Creamer.
(3) Bushblock - a low emission, high efficiency fuel log made from processed 
thornbush, a highly invasive species that has displaced grasses in 
overgrazed areas ofNamibia. Rangelands choked with thornbushreduce the 
available area for cheetahs, support fewer prey, and are also unusable as 
farmland. By turning thornbush into a useful product while improving habitat 
and providing rural jobs, Bushblock is an example of a triple-bottom line 
solution that satisfies a range of needs. Bushblok is useful for cooking fires, 
braii (grilling), and home and industrial heat applications. Its caloric value 
approaches that of coal, and it isa smokeless fuel (reference 2).

[1] Marker L (2018) Cheetahs 
Race for Survival: Ecology and 
Conservation. Online First. 
Access online: www.intechopen.
com/online-first/cheetahs-
race-for-survival-ecology-and-
conservation 
[2] www.wildlifefriendly.org/
specie/cheetah/  
[3] www.bushblok.com 
[4] www.cheetah.org/site/wp-
content/uploads/2018/06/CCF.
Annual.Report.2017_Internal-
FinalFinal_reduced.pdf 
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99 The Community 
Conservation 
Fund of Namibia

Namibian 
Association of 
CBNRM Support 
Organisations. 
(CBNRM= 
Community-based 
Natural Resource 
Organisations)

Namibia B The Namibian CBNRM Programme has been in operation for more than two 
decades, at the end of which, 17 out of the current 86 conservancies have 
matured and attained a stable ‘maintenance’ financial status, able to cover 
their own running costs. The Community Conservation Fund of Namibia is 
designed to assure the sustainability of the programme by funding critical 
conservation services provided by conservancies and community forests, 
and supporting the development of their management. In essence, the 
Fund seeks to raise and manage a capital sum in endowments to support 
essential long-term services, and further sinking funds over a 15-year 
period to finance special projects and short-term needs. Essential long-term 
services are defined as a minimum support package that conservancies and 
community forests will need at their various stages of development. The 
funding is not yet operational according to the strategic plan 2016-2020. 

[1] www.nacso.org.na/fundraising 
[2] www.static1.squarespace.com/
static/5a816a14e5dd5be8941a4448/t/
5a943a45e4966bf058
8b4217/1519663723226/NACSO_
Strategic_Plan.pdf 

100 Sustainable 
Communities 
Initiative

WWF Nepal B This initiative focused on the village of Bagkhor in the lowland Terai Arc 
Landscape and Thulo Syafru in the mountainous Sacred Himalayan 
Landscape, and worked to blend conservation goals with community self-
governance and economic wellbeing. The framework model for the project 
rested on three pillars: 1) sustainable management of natural resources, 2) 
economic development, and 3) good governance and social inclusion.
Community Based Anti-Poaching Units: Community based anti-poaching 
unit (CBAPU) mobilisation is one of the most successful strategies to limit 
poaching in Nepal. Deploying community based anti-poaching units raises 
awareness about conservation, monitors illegal activity, and involves patrols 
to reduce poaching.
Human Wildlife Conflict Mitigation: To address this issue, rapid response 
teams were created and set up a USD 3,000 human-wildlife conflict relief 
fund. Under it, the government of Nepal provides immediate compensation 
relief to victims while the endowment fund’s interest supports education by 
providing stipends to students of families affected by conflict, particularly 
Musahar families. The latter are the poorest and most marginalised in 
Bagkhor.
Education for Girls in High Mountain Communities: the project established 
a scholarship fund for girls’ education, as many of the girls in the mountains 
still marry at a young age and do not finish school. The women-led 
cooperative will manage the scholarships through an endowment fund, 
which will both strengthen the cooperative and provide a model for women’s 
empowerment.
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101 Herding for 
Health 
Programme

Conservation 
South Africa 
(CSA) and 
University of 
Pretoria 

South Africa B Various partners are supporting a new social enterprise, Meat Naturally, 
to pioneer the use of commodity-based trade protocols to facilitate market 
access for communal farmers living adjacent to Kruger National Park in 
exchange for improved rangeland management and wildlife protection 
in the buffer zone. Through demonstrating that conservation agreement 
commitments are effectively and consistently carried out, farmers will have 
access to the services of a social enterprise, Meat Naturally Pty (MNP), both 
in the terms of market access as well as through shareholding.
There are demonstrations sites - Namaqualand and Umzimvubi: 
(1) Namaqualand - Here, the Meat Naturally Initiative is piloting innovative 
ways to assist farmers with obstacles like predator conflict, unemployment, 
erosion, farm management, poor soil conditions and access to water. 
Collaboratively, it was identified that one of the most effective farming 
techniques is still the tradition of shepherding – staying with your animals 
and managing where, what and how much they eat. In response, CSA 
initiated a job creation programme called the Ecoranger Programme:  
where traditional herding techniques are applied to support environmental 
management and monitoring.
(2) The Meat Naturally Initiative aims to improve the quality of the fodder 
availability and biodiversity composition of grasslands in an initial 18,000 
ha of target communal rangelands. It does this clearing aliens as well as 
through transforming the grazing pattern from one of open access and 
annual burning to one of controlled seasonal rotation and reduced burning 
regime. The project has strong support from the community: as of 2014 
planned grazing has been implemented in six villages with 48 Ecorangers. 
Communities have seen benefits beyond just job creation – rotational 
grazing has already proven to produce healthier cattle, allowing them to 
access formal markets to sell their animals (reference 3).
CSA has partnered with SA National Biodiversity Institute and WWF-SA to 
develop a National Standard for Veld-Raised Red Meat which consolidates 
the environmental laws of the country that are relevant for South African 
farmers into a single, simplified code. CSA is now working to support 
various producers and the government to consider how best to integrate 
this information into their production protocols and labelling. By basing 
landscape interventions around the Veld-Raised Standard it is hoped that 
sustainably produced red meat from Namaqualand and Umzimvubu will 
generate a new model of environmental , ethical and sustainable production 
standards applied in the farming process (reference 3).

[1] www.conservation.org/
publications/Documents/
CAPPP-factsheet_K2C.pdf 
[2] www.conservation.org/
publications/Documents/CI_
CSP-Conservation-South-Africa-
Meat-Naturally-Initiative.pdf 
[3] www.conservation.org/
publications/Documents/
CI_South-Africa_CSA_Meat-
Naturally-Sustainable-Farming_
Factsheet.pdf 
[4] www.meatnaturallyafrica.
com/ 
[5] www.peaceparks.org/h4h/
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101 Agulhas 
Biodiversity 
Initiative 

 South Africa B The Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative is a landscape initiative which work on four 
theme areas:
1. Integrated land-use planning (including controlling invasive alien plants)
2. Viable nature-based, Responsible tourism
3. Environmental education
4. Transitioning to a Green Economy

[1] www.agulhasbiodiversity.
co.za/what-we-do/

102 Mpingo 
Conservation & 
Development 
Initiative

Mpingo 
Conservation and 
Development 
Initiative

Tanzania B The Mpingo Conservation & Development Initiative (MCDI for short) promotes 
forest conservation and rural development in Tanzania by creating opportunities 
for rural villages to benefit from sustainably managing their forests. This is 
achieved by vesting communities with the capacity and skills to turn local timber 
production into a commercial activity that fuels rural development and livelihood 
improvement.

By showing communities how to unlock the value in their local forests, 
opportunities are created for rural communities to pursue their own development 
aspirations. This is real empowerment, and makes the approach unique 
compared to that of many other NGOs.

The Mpingo Conservation Development Initiative (MCDI) helps communities 
initiate conservation of village land forest reserves (VLFRs). Their model involves 
not only establishing forest reserves and training communities in sustainable 
forest management and helping them to market and sell sustainably harvested 
timber. MCDI also sought to help communities to establish their rights through 
the creation of VLFRs, manage those reserves sustainably, and then harvest and 
sell timber to benefit financially from doing so. MCDI has helped 14 villages to 
acquire FSC certification to differentiate their timber from that which  frequently 
illegally or unsustainably felled, or from which the owners have not received a fair 
price.

[1] Trupin, R., T. Morgan-Brown, 
H. Doulton and F. Nelson 
(2018) Making Community 
Forest Enterprises Deliver for 
Livelihoods and Conservation 
in Tanzania. Africa Biodiversity 
Collaborative Group. 
Access online: http://www.
abcg.org/action/document/
show?document_id=936    
[2] www.abcg.org/news?article_
id=152 
[3] www.mpingoconservation.
org/what-we-do/our-approach/ 
[4] www.wwf.exposure.co/music-
to-our-ears 

103 Transforming 
Tanzania's 
Charcoal Sector

Facilitated jointly 
by the 
Tanzania 
Community 
Forest 
Conservation 
Network 
(MJUMITA ) and 
Tanzanian Forest 
Conservation 
Group (TFCG).

Tanzania B Since 2012, the Tanzania Forest Conservation Group (TFCG) and the Tanzania 
Community Forest Network (MJUMITA) have been promoting sustainable 
charcoal production in Kilosa, Mvomero, and Morogoro Rural Districts through 
helping villages establish VLFRs. The project targets villages with community-
based forest management in place. TFCG and MJUMITA believe that land-use 
planning can strengthen community-based forest management. It puts CBFM 
within the context of land management for the entire village and makes it easier 
for villages to plan larger VLFRs while remaining confident that they have 
sufficient land for their other priorities.  As of December 2017, 22 villages across 
the three districts adopting the sustainable charcoal model have put 109,540 
hectares of forests into VLFRs.

[1] Trupin, R., T. Morgan-Brown, 
H. Doulton and F. Nelson 
(2018) Making Community 
Forest Enterprises Deliver for 
Livelihoods and Conservation 
in Tanzania. Africa Biodiversity 
Collaborative Group. 
Access online: http://www.
abcg.org/action/document/
show?document_id=936   
[2] www.abcg.org/news?article_
id=152 
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104 Wild medicinal 
plant trade 

TRAFFIC Vietnam B The project built the capacity of community members and government 
officials in line with the principles of the FairWild Standard, an internationally 
recognised best practice framework for sustainable use and fair trade in 
wild-collected plants.

The project encouraged community based sustainable management, which 
increased domestic and potentially international market access and prices 
for products. Sustainable harvesting and trade of medicinal and aromatic 
plants (MAPs) provided homegrown jobs that encouraged independence 
and economic growth. Activities that generated additional income for local 
communities from alternative forest uses were seen as important incentives 
for species conservation, which can stimulate community support for the 
sustainable management and conservation of forests. 

No products achieved FairWild certification during the three-year life of the 
project due to the project’s primary focus on the domestic market, where 
current demand for sustainability certified products remains insignificant. 

The project helped shrimp farmers achieve organic certification under the 
Naturland label. The Naturland standard required each farm to have at least 
fifty per cent mangrove cover. Farmers who could demonstrate this had the 
option of selling their certified shrimp to the Minh Phu Seafood Corporation.

The project also successfully supported Cà Mau in piloting a Payment for 
Ecosystem Services (PES) system. This system provides an incentive for 
mangrove conservation and restoration by paying farmers an additional 
VND 500,000 (£17.77) per hectare of mangrove for providing ‘ecosystem 
services’. The PES scheme used a direct approach whereby the processor 
pays the farmers for the goods and services they provide, and mangrove 
cover is monitored by a third-party. This direct approach was subsequently 
accepted by MARD

[1] Indenbaum RA, Timoshyna 
A, and A Lotz. 2018. Enhancing 
management and benefit flows 
in Viet Nam’s Wild Medicinal 
Products. TRAFFIC Report. 
Access online: https://www.
traffic.org/publications/reports/
enhancing-management-and-
benefit-flows-in-viet-nams-wild-
medicinal-products/ 
[2] www.darwininitiative.org.uk/
project/22010/ 
[1] www.panorama.solutions/
en/solution/shrimping-horizons-
how-shrimp-farmers-are-saving-
thousands-miles-mangrove-
vietnam 
[2] www.mangrovesforthefuture.
org/assets/Repository/
Documents/VIVAsiaMAM-
Shrimp-Horizons.pdf
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105 COMACO 
(Community 
Markets for 
Conservation) 

Willdlife 
Conservation 
Society (WCS)

Zambia B Under this initiative, poachers and farmers are asked to take a Conservation 
Pledge, agreeing to abide by a set of community-decided principles 
designed to safeguard the health of their soils, forests, and wildlife. In 
exchange, they are offered extensive trainings, support, and the means to 
secure a substantial, reliable income through farming. With the economic 
driver removed, incidents of poaching have dramatically decreased. Instead, 
villagers are busy tending to their fields, producing high yields of nutritious 
food crops, which WCS purchases at premium prices and turns into quality 
products sold across Zambia under the brand It’s Wild! Produce comprises 
grain, maize, legumes, honey, and rice (reference 1).

COMACO has operated since 2002. In 2004 the first trading centre began 
operating and in 2006 and 2007 two more were established with support 
from the Royal Norweigan Embassy. The COMACO model improves 
farming practices, crop diversity, soil health and increases yields for small 
scale farmers. COMACO also provides storage, sales, manufacturing and 
marketing at local depots, which leads to farmers getting conservation 
incentives through benefits, dividends and higher prices. Other farmers who 
do not comply do not get a COMACO price.

The project intends to support a re-configuration of the rural markets using 
a business model including the following key operational components. 
(1) Promoting commodities that minimise conflicts with wildlife habitat. 
(2) Focusing on commodities that most of all households can produce, 
especially unskilled producers. (3) Emphasising production practices that 
build soils, protect trees and conserve water. (4) Adding value to desired 
commodities by processing raw commodities into finished, packaged, 
consumer popular products. The model was built around a limited-by-
guarentee, non profit company registered in Zambia called the Conservation 
Farmer Wildlife Producer Trading Centre. COMACO offers increased 
producer prices and improved production practices for groundnuts, rice 
and soybeans to its producer group members. Parallel support in the form 
of extension training is also provided on the production of key food crops 
including maize and sorghum. Further diversification of markets include 
non-timber forest products such as poultry and honey, as well as farmed fish 
(reference 3).

[1] www.itswild.org/ 
[2] www.wildlifefriendly.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/09/
islandwood-proceedings-2011.
pdf 
[3] Lewis, D., Bell, S.D., Fay, J., 
Bothi, K.L., Gatere, L., Kabila, 
M., Mukamba, M., Matokwani, 
E., Mushimbalume, M., 
Moraru, C.I. and Lehmann, J. 
(2011) Community Markets for 
Conservation (COMACO) links 
biodiversity conservation with 
sustainable improvements in 
livelihoods and food production. 
Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences, 108(34), 
pp.13957-13962.
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106 Wildlife Friendly 
Certification 

Wildlife 
Friendly 
Enterprise 
Network (WFEN)

 B The Wildlife Friendly Enterprise Network conserves threatened wildlife while 
contributing to the economic vitality of rural communities. WFEN includes 
conservationists, businesses, artisans, farmers, ranchers and herders, and 
harvesters and indigenous peoples from around the world. The Certified 
Wildlife Friendly®, Wildlife Friendly®, and Predator Friendly® marks are 
Registered Trademarks of the Wildlife Friendly Enterprise Network. 
Through certification of products and services, WFEN works to give 
endangered wildlife more value alive than dead providing incentives for 
local communities to support conservation efforts. WFEN invests in local 
expertise and builds capacity through its partners on the ground assisting 
its members to reach new and dynamic markets and achieve competitive 
prices for Wildlife Friendly® products and services. Through certification, 
WFEN provides a framework that encourages community-based initiatives, 
land stewardship, and increased economic opportunities such that in many 
instances would-be poachers become gainfully employed as productive 
members of a wildlife and wild land based local economy.  
With each product or service telling a story of people, planet and profit, 
WFEN educates and empowers global companies, consumers and local 
communities about the positive effects of Wildlife Friendly® supply chains 
and the damaging and tragic consequences of the illegal wildlife trade. 
Examples of work that not tourism related include Certified Wildlife Friendly® 
lokhta bark paper used in Aveda’s annual holiday packaging. Its production 
protects 34,000 acres of habitat for the endangered snow leopard, red 
panda, and musk deer while providing sustainable employment for 2400 
families in Nepal. 

[1] www.wildlifefriendly.org/
publications/

107 Sisi Initiative Site 
Support Group

BirdLife 
International

Fiji B The organisation uses an innovative incentive scheme to protect the globally 
important bird and wildlife species in Natewa Tunuloa. Communities signed 
a Memorandum of Understanding in which they agreed to protect the 
community forest and refuse logging concessions. In return, the initiative 
provides alternative livelihood training and projects in beekeeping, poultry, 
handicraft and jewelry-making, bakery and pastry-making, and sustainable 
agricultural. The group’s model farm and tree nursery also help to reduce 
deforestation. 

[1] www.equatorinitiative.org/
wp-content/uploads/2017/05/
case_1370356573.pdf 
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108 SUSTAIN 
(Sustainability 
and Inclusion 
Strategy for 
Growth 
Corridors)

AWF Tanzania B The African Wildlife Foundation (AWF) is working with one of Tanzania’s 
biggest rice producers, valley farmers and mountain villages in Kilombero 
to increase agricultural productivity while conserving forests, water sources 
and wildlife at a coordinated landscape level. A pillar of the programme is 
a payment for ecosystems services (PES) scheme. Upstream villagers in 
forests are paid to maintain the water supply to downstream rice producers.  
AWF is partnering with Kilombero Sugar Company, Tanzania’s largest sugar 
producer, to provide smallholders in their supply chain with climate-smart 
agriculture techniques and improved cane varieties. This is in concert with 
agreements to land and water resource management practices that sustain 
ecological function and connectivity in the wider landscape. The company 
is scaling the climate-smart practices through their out-grower scheme, and 
considers SUSTAIN and AWF as strategic partners in planning current and 
future investments.

[1] www.panorama.solutions/
en/solution/engaging-business-
boost-sustainability-african-
agriculture 
[2] www.awf.org/country/
tanzania 

109 GANARE 
programme 
(Regenerative 
Ranching as a 
Tool for 
Biodiversity 
Conservation)

Mexican Fund for 
the Conservation 
of Nature (Fondo 
Mexicano para 
la Conservación 
de la Naturaleza, 
A.C., FMCN)

Mexico C GANARE has three intended purposes: i) to strengthen and mobilise 
knowledge networks within the ranching and conservation communities, ii) to 
provide technical support and management best practices, and iii) to design 
and facilitate access to innovative public and private financial mechanisms 
that allow ranchers to transition to a sustainable ranching operation.

[1] Gooden, J. and Moir, F.C. 
(2019) Consensus, clusters, 
and trade-offs in wildlife-friendly 
ranching in Mexico: An advance 
analysis of stakeholder goals 
in northern Mexico. Biological 
Conservation. 236, pp.443-451.
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110 The Community 
Based 
Rangeland 
and Livestock 
Management 
(CBRLM) project

Gesellschaft für 
Organisation,
Planung und 
Ausbildung 
(GOPA)

Namibia C The Community Based Rangeland and Livestock Management (CBRLM) 
project, which was launched in 2010 and came to an end in July 2014, had 
the overarching goal of improving quality of life in the Northern Communal 
Areas (NCA) of Namibia through the promotion of sustainable management 
of rangeland and livestock. 
The CBRLM project aimed at improving livestock-related livelihoods as well 
as mitigating and reversing the degradation of rangeland caused by poor 
management and overgrazing by using a holistic approach to community-
based rangeland and livestock management. The CBRLM project built on 
previous initiatives in the new conservation agriculture (NCA) and was 
designed as a pilot project to test innovative approaches to rangeland and 
livestock management. The approach promotes community-based rangeland 
management through planned grazing and combined herding and included 
following components: 
(1) Mobilisation of communities and facilitation of community-based 
structures required for improved rangeland and livestock management were 
streamlined in a community development component. It introduced and 
supported community-based structures like grazing area committees and 
corresponding management tools. 
(2) Livestock management - intensive training interventions at different 
levels (eg taking principles of the National Rangelenad Management Policy 
and Strategy, creating a grazing plan and livestock management plan) and 
adapting classic approaches like refined community-based bull and small 
stock schemes.
(3)  Livestock marketing took place at the regional level. It focused on the 
establishment of and support to six regional livestock marketing cooperatives 
as well as major initiatives to explore livestock markets in Zimbabwe and 
Angola. 
(4) Water Infrastructure component, the Project provided or upgraded water 
infrastructure at a total of 70 sites in the NCAs.

[1] GOPA (2014) Community-
based rangeland and livestock 
management, Final Report. 
Community-Based Rangeland 
and Livestock Management 
Sub-Activit. Access online: www.
the-eis.com/data/literature/
Community%20based%20
rangeland%20management%20
CBRLM%20Final%20Report.pdf 
[2] www.mcanamibia.org/files/
files/CBRLMBooklet2013.pdf

111 Protected area 
revenue sharing 
- Nepal

Government Nepal C Thirty to fifty percent of the revenue generated from the park is channelled 
back into the development of buffer zone areas. NGOs implement integrated 
business planning in the form of development projects, with the aim of 
supporting both social and economic activities within the buffer zone area 
and wildlife conservation in the park. The development projects include 
income generation activities, training, school development, infrastructure 
support, machine donation, toilet building, scholarship, livestock donation 
and agricultural support.

[1] www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/
S0301479713004635 
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112 Climate smart 
agriculture

WWF South Africa C WWF is promoting, capacitating and supporting rural smallholder farmers to 
commit to climate smart farming practices and obtain better access to trading 
and alternative markets. WWF aims to build capacity through training as well 
as developing collective stewardship initiatives around conservation-worthy 
landscapes and utilising various incentives to improve market access. WWF’s 
focus is on  farmers who are situated in areas of high biodiversity and strategic 
water source areas. Note that to date, it is not clear this has moved beyond just 
a training/outreach approach to actually mobilise market incentives for them to 
adopt these practices. 

[1] www.wwf.org.za/our_work/
initiatives/climate_smart_
smallholder_farming.cfm 

113 Green 
Conservation 
(GC) programme

Tse-Xin Organic 
Agriculture 
Foundation 
(TOAF)

Taiwan C Tse-Xin Organic Agriculture Foundation (TOAF) is a non-profit organisation 
committed to promoting a healthy environment while improving livelihoods and 
human well-being through the principles of organic agriculture. In collaboration 
with the Forestry Bureau, TOAF launched a Green Conservation (GC) 
programme to train and support more farmers to adopt ecological use of land 
that aligns with an environment’s natural processes. The programme certifies 
environmentally friendly farms to conserve biodiversity and ensure sustainable 
livelihoods for agricultural communities. 

[1] www.satoyama-initiative.org/
green-conservation-program-
a-system-for-biodiversity-
conservation-and-sustainable-
agriculture-in-taiwan/ 

114 The Hillside 
Conservation 
Agriculture 
Project (HICAP)

CARE Tanzania Tanzania C The HICAP project aims to (1) increase adoption of conservation agriculture 
practices leading to increased yield and overall food security for men, women 
and children in the South Uluguru Mountains and (2) enhance support for local 
sustainability of conservation agriculture practices through village saving and 
loan practices.

The first phase of HICAP ended in February 2013. In its second phase 
HICAP will also focus on: (1) adoption of hilly-slopes climate-smart agriculture 
interventions leading to less soil erosion and increased yield and overall food 
security for men, women, and children from Kasanga, Kolero and Bungu Wards 
and (2) improve water supply for farming communities utilizing common utilities 
in Kolero Wards.

[1] www.care.dk/focuscontries/
tanzania-eng/the-hillside-
conservation-agriculture-project/ 
[2] www.fao.org/in-action/micca/
on-the-ground/africa/united-
republic-of-tanzania/en/ 

115 Protected area 
revenue sharing - 
Tanzania

Tanzania National 
Parks (TANAPA)

Tanzania C Starting in the late1980s, Tarangire National Park began sharing a proportion of 
revenues with local communities to channel benefits to surrounding landholders 
and improve relations with these communities. Within the Simanjiro area, the 
Tanzania National Parks (TANAPA) spent USD 152,353 during the 6-year period 
2000–2005. This included an average of USD 6540/year in Emboreet village on 
community projects designed to generate local support for conservation.

[1] Sachedina H and F Nelson 
(2010) Protected areas and 
community incentives in 
savannah ecosystems: A case 
study of Tanzanias Maasai 
Steppe. Oryx 44(3), pp. 390 - 
398
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116 Holistic 
Rangeland 
Management 

The Savoury 
Institute

 C Holistic Management restores grasslands. Healthy grasslands lead to 
carbon sequestration, drought resilience, food security, and financially viable 
communities. Holistic Planned Grazing is the practice of charting grazing moves 
that consider the time that a plant is exposed to a grazing animal so that the 
plant’s recovery is planned. 
There are 41 hubs wordlwide - a hub is an organisation, ranch or farm that 
training, learning and demonstration sites. Savoury have a Land to Markets 
programme that involves Savory Hubs deploying an Ecological Outcome 
Verification (EOV) protocol to assess positive trends in health at the thousands of 
farms or ranches. Brands and retailers participate in the programme, accessing 
the Verified Regenerative Supplier Roster for meat, diary, wood and leather 
along with the associated EOV data. 
Consumers vote with their purchase power by supporting brands that carry the 
EOV seal. EOV™ is an empirical and scalable soil and landscape assessment 
methodology that tracks outcomes in soil health, biodiversity, and ecosystem 
function (reference 1). 
Every property gets a score, or what is called an Ecological Health Index, which 
is an amalgamation of all the different data points collected as part of EOV. 
Each ecological health index is compared against a regional reference area, the 
best property in that eco-region. This allows progress comparisons to be made 
against the best example of a theoretical limit and also to normalise against 
weather events. The latter might include drought, floods or hail, etc, which would 
be outside of the rancher’s control. Those results are then trended from the land 
over time to measure the delta, or in other words, to measure the impact that 
human ingenuity and management is having on land health (reference 2).
The Land to Markets programme has begun partnering with some of the most 
conscientious, forward-leaning brands in the regenerative agriculture arena, to 
help in the co-authoring of the final stages of getting products to consumers. 
We call these brands, Frontier Founders. The Hubs coordinate with these 
companies, both large and small, at the regional level, and at the national and 
international level through the Institute (reference 2).
One of the many exciting things emerging from this pioneer group of business 
partners is a whole animal utilisation component. Ranchers that sell into the 
commodity system are used to selling whole animals. They do not have the 
infrastructure to hold individual cuts of meat, organs, bones, tallow, and hides. 
Consequently, they set up the necessary channels to direct market those 
specialised items. To facilitate producers making the transition out of the 
commodity market, there is tremendous benefit in having diversified partners that 
can commit to taking all of these various items from producers (reference 2).

[1] www.savory.global/holistic-
management/ 
[2] www.savory.global/era-of-
regenerative-agriculture/ 
[3] www.savory.global/land-to-
market/eov/  
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117 Abolhassani 
Indigenous 
Nomadic Tribal 
Confederacy

Abolhassani
Tribal 
Confederacy

Iran D The Abolhassani Tribal Confederacy is one of the mobile tribes living in the 
arid areas of Iran. Although their population is not wide-spread, the Fund for 
the Sustainable Livelihood Council for the Abolhassani Tribal Confederacy has 
been organised and registered by official authorities, thanks to the efforts of the 
community’s White Beards. This Confederacy consists of 12 mobile tribes. The 
social structure of the Abolhassani Tribal Confederacy is shown here http://www.
uninomad.org/en/2014/09/01/5-abolhassani-tribal-confederacy/
Through the work of many years and the support of a visionary civil society 
organisation (Cenesta), the Confederacy is now re-empowered and fully involved 
in governing its territory.  The community generates livelihoods through grazing 
and agriculture. However, but having re-established territorial governance 
enables them to manage these better, improving ecosystem health, managing 
resources better, and reducing conflicts with wildlife (reference 1).
Each one of the 12 tribes is represented by two trusted elders in the tribal 
Council of Elders, in charge of decision making over the territory. The restoration, 
strengthening and registration of the tribal system have been key for community 
empowerment. The Council of Elders and its constituent Women’s Committee 
give voice to the tribal confederacy. All decisions are discussed in the Council of 
Elders and approved only after consultation with each of the 12 tribes. This setup 
provides the basis for participatory and deliberative democracy.

[1] Nourishing life— Territories of 
life and food sovereignty. Policy 
Brief of the ICCA Consortium. 
(Unpublished)
[2] www.cenesta.org/wp-content/
uploads/2017/10/Abolhassani-
governance-livehood-
assessment-2016-en.pdf 
[3] www.cenesta.org/
en/2016/12/15/abolhassani/ 

118 Productive Safety 
Net Programme 
(PSNP)

Ethiopian 
Government

Ethiopia E The goal of the PSNP was to relieve chronic food insecurity for recipients by 
freeing them from reliance on emergency food aid. To do so, the programme 
provided employment on public works projects to food insecure households 
that had able-bodied individuals. The programme supported households that 
did not have adult able-bodied individuals through transfers that did not require 
any household member to work. The number of days of employment varies 
depending on availability of financial resources. Communities are involved 
in choosing who takes part in the programme, as well as the type of activity 
promoted by the project.

119 The Mahatma 
Gandhi National 
Rural 
Employment 
Guarantee Act 
(MGNREGA) 

Indian 
Government

India E The programme guarantees 100 days of unskilled wage labour employment to all 
Indian households whose adult members are willing to work. Verified households 
are entitled to receive work close to their village. A substantial part of the labour 
supported through this intervention is directed at environmental objectives. 
To align MGNREGS with ecosystem management and climate adaptation, 
the Government of India is assessing strategies that can incorporate relevant 
environmental and climate goals in the implementation of MGNREGS. These 
include consideration of climate risks and natural resource management in the 
selection, design and maintenance of rural infrastructure; the use of climate 
vulnerability mapping tools; and the use of new technologies such as drones, 
geo-spatial mapping, and social audits to improve the quality of infrastructure 
asset
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120 Rhino Impact 
Investment 
Project

Led by ZSL Kenya E The Rhino Impact Investment (RII) Project is developing the world’s first pay-for-
results financial instrument for species conservation. The achievement of pre-
defined conservation performance indicators is linked to financial performance 
for those funding the black rhino conservation activities. The aim is therefore to 
mobilise new capital for conservation and to shift funding to focus on delivering 
outcomes (reference 1).
The RII Financing Mechanism directs impact investment funds toward selected 
sites to finance management interventions for rhino conservation. The investor 
assumes the risk of the investment based on an understanding or measurement 
of the risk and uncertainty associated with the interventions. Working with 
Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) and Tsavo Trust, the RII Project is testing rhino 
conservation interventions in Tsavo West National Park in Kenya to monitor 
and understand metrics that will critically underpin the development of a rhino 
outcomes-based financing mechanism (reference 2). 
The Rhino Impact Bond (RIB) represents an effort on the part of the rhino 
conservation team to achieve  ambitious but achievable growth in the rhino 
population (RIB target). It is a strategy based on black rhino best practice 
focusing on habitat and biological management, counter-poaching, alignment 
with communities and robust monitoring protocols. Impact investors pay upfront 
for the implementation of these strategies with 'outcome players' committing at 
the outset to reimburse investors their capital plus a coupon if the RIB target is 
achieved. On completion of the 5 year term, an independent evaluator verifies 
whether the RIB Target has been achieved. The performance relative to the RIB 
Target determines the investors' return (reference 3). 
Impact bonds are not traditional bonds or trust funds, they are equity investments 
where return is pegged more to social returns than to maximum profits. The aim 
is to laund US$ 40-50 million in impact bonds to conserve rhinos globally. Impact 
bonds provide long term (approximately 10 year) funds, incentives to achieve 
impact through linking funding to results, and gives the servie provides flexibility 
in implementation. Donors pay for impact achieve rather than controlling inputs 
and processes (reference 4). 

[1] www.zsl.org/conservation/
our-priorities/wildlife-back-from-
the-brink/animals-on-the-edge/
rhino-impact-investment 
[2] www.undp-biodiversity.
exposure.co/results-for-rhinos 
[3] www.rhinoimpact.com/ 

121 Temporary 
Employment 
Programme

Mexican 
Government

Mexico E Mexico’s temporary Employment Programme is an important example of a 
labour-focused programme that seeks to couple a government’s response 
to climate or environmental disasters with social protection. The key element 
of the programme is to support households on public works programmes for 
infrastructure or for environmental and sustainable agricultural development 
(World Bank 2013) in an effort to reduce exposure to disasters that cost 
Mexico more than USD 1.0 billion annually. The key element of the programme 
is to support households on public works projects for infrastructure or for 
environmental and sustainable agricultural development. The aim of these 
projects is to reduce exposure to disasters that cost Mexico more than USD 1.0 
billion annually.

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
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122 ‘Regeling 
Groenprojecten’ 
(Green Funds 
Scheme)

Ministry of 
Environment

Netherlands E Since 1995, the ‘Regeling Groenprojecten’ (Green Funds Scheme) offers 
a fiscal incentive to invest in green projects, including (among others) 
projects in the areas of nature, forestry and organic agriculture. In order 
to be eligible, projects need a ‘green certificate’, issued by the Ministry of 
Environment. Presently, all major banks have dedicated ‘Green Funds’, 
investing in eligible green projects. Money invested or saved in such ‘Green 
Funds’ is exempt from income tax. This allows the bank to pay a lower 
dividend (or interest rate) on such investments (savings), and thus to charge 
a lower interest rate on the money lent to the project initiator, or to accept a 
lower level of profitability.  

[1] www.policymix.nina.
no/Portals/policymix/
POLICYMIX%20Report_No%20
2_2011.pdf 

123 Working for 
Water

Department of 
Environmental 
Affairs

South Africa E The fight against invasive alien plants is spearheaded by the Working for 
Water (WfW) programme, launched in 1995 and administered previously 
through the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry and now the 
Department of Environmental Affairs. This programme works in partnership 
with local communities, to whom it provides jobs, and also with Government 
departments. Short-term contracts jobs created through the clearing 
activities are undertaken, with the emphasis on endeavouring to recruit 
women (the target is 60%), youth (20%) and disabled (5%).

[1] www.environment.gov.za/
projectsprogrammes/wfw 

124 Conservation 
Basic Income 
(CBI)

Hypothetical  E A proposed, fully unconditional payment scheme able to cover recipients’ 
basic needs, made to each individual. We believe the policy should be 
substantial and include both communities of place (residing close to 
the area) and communities of use (those making use of the area) that 
need it. Moreover, these payments are not meant to bribe or ‘incentivise’ 
communities away from their resources. They are meant to provide people 
with options for livelihoods that will always need to include use of and 
interaction with biodiversity and resources. Ideally, this will be in a way 
similar to many Indigenous and community conserved areas (ICCAs) 
but certainly including a focus to care for biodiversity. This financial 
unconditionality linked to care for biodiversity makes CBI fundamentally 
different than the payment for ecosystem services schemes already 
operating in many places. It should provide local people with more autonomy 
and options for democratic resource control vis-a-vis more powerful actors.

[1] Büscher B, and R Fletcher 
(2019) Towards Convivial 
Conservation. Conservation and 
Society AOP: 1-14
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125 Cocoa 
Smallholder 
Renovation & 
Rehabilitation

Gov of Côte 
d’Ivoire and 
Ghana with 
various investors 
and partners

Côte d’Ivoire
Ghana

IF As of December 2017, the Governments of Côte d’Ivoire and Ghana and 
22 cocoa companies signed Frameworks for Action under which they 
committed to promoting sustainable cocoa production, social inclusion, and 
forest protection. Climate-smart cocoa (CSC) encapsulates three goals: 1) 
increasing the productivity of agricultural lands, 2) reducing greenhouse-gas 
emissions, and 3) increasing climate resilience. R&R packages of products 
(inputs) and services (technical assistance) are distributed to smallholder 
cocoa farmers, leveraging cooperative structure or operator’s own service 
delivery model. Cocoa is sourced from farmers and cost of inputs and 
services are cut on price paid to farmers.
This basically involves sourcing investment for farmers to intensify cocoa 
production and in the process reduce threats to biodiversity (through 
decreasing river run-off for example) and climate, and to pay back investors 
over an extended period based on increased productivity. 

[1] www.cpicfinance.com/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/CPIC-
Blueprint-Cocoa-Smallholder-
Renovation-Rehabilitation.pdf 
[2] www.cpicfinance.com/cpic-
blueprint-cocoa-smallholder-
renovation-rehabilitation/ 

126 Zooterra  Kenya IF On the platform (patent-pending), one becomes a Guardian of Nature by 
buying digital tokens called terras. Each terra token is a unique collectible 
associated with one hectare of natural area from around the world. Proceeds 
from each terra directly support a specific project linked to the terra’s habitat, 
wildlife or the local community, which can be viewed through geolocation. 
As terras are collected from around the world, individuals build their 
Guardian history and reach higher levels. At the same time, they receive 
updates on the projects they’ve supported and satellite image analysis. 
Projects are executed by high quality partners such as Wildlife Works and 
adhere to best practices including the Climate, Community and Biodiversity 
standards. Projects currently running include: providing vertical gardens 
to women’s groups as an alternative way to farming; protected area aerial 
patrol surveillance by helping to purchase a gyrocopter; Kifaru Water Pan 
improvement - increase wildlife's access to water. 

[1] www.zooterra.com/about 
[2] www.docsend.com/view/
hae9pu4 

127 Earth economics Earth economics USA IF • Identifying, prioritising, and building consensus around potential financing 
mechanisms for community assets (bond measures, tax districts, utility rate 
structures, recreation fees, state & federal sources, new market mechanisms 
and more)
• Advancing the development of accounting and disclosure methods for 
natural capital assets and liabilities
• Supporting asset managers and impact investors with natural capital 
valuations and place-based investing

# Name Implementing body Country Cate-
gory Summary References

128 Forest Resilience 
Bond (FRB)

Blue Forest 
Conservation

USA IF The FRB is an environmental impact bond that deploys private capital to 
make our national forests more resilient to a changing climate. By investing 
in restoration projects that protect forest health, the FRB mitigates the risk of 
catastrophic wildfire while also protecting water resources, avoiding carbon 
emissions, and creating rural jobs. These impacts protect communities 
near and far while also benefiting public and private stakeholders such as 
the US Forest Service, water and electric utilities, private water-dependent 
companies, and state governments. The FRB contracts with the beneficiaries 
to share in the costs of forest restoration while providing modest returns to 
investors.

[1] www.blueforestconservation.
com/#frb 
[2] www.cpicfinance.com/cpic-
blueprint-forest-resilience-bond-
by-blue-forest-conservation/ 

129 Africa Wildlife 
Capital

Africa Wildlife 
Foundation and 
Conservation 
Capital (AWC)

Various IF African Wildlife Foundation and Conservation Capital have established Africa 
Wildlife Capital to access private investment for conservation projects that 
generate both conservation and financial benefits. They provided the first 
private investment into community conservancy in Namibia, traditionally 
financed by the donor sector. AWF financed extension and improvements of 
the Khoadi-Hoas conservancy lodge with USD 245,000. They characterise 
their impact as Impact “both rapid and significant: run rate revenue has 
increased from USD 515,000 to just under USD 1 million (+ 85%) and 
annual dividend distributions to the local community are now running at 
USD 100,000 compared to less than USD 30,000 at the time AWC made 
its investment.” (ref 4) They have also made significant investments into 
sustainable and pro-conservation agriculture. This includes the Rungwe 
Avocado Company (ref 5), which has introduced export-quality, higher-
value avocados to villagers surrounding high-value conservation areas in 
Tanzania, increasing livelihood opportunities and incomes and alleviating 
their need to encroach into forest habitat. AWC provided USD 950,000 
in the form of a loan, with conservation commitments as well as financial 
requirements embedded in contractual relationships. AWC have invested 
in a range of other community projects, including Community Markets for 
Conservation (COMACO) in Zambia and Silverback, the first community-
owned tourist lodge in Rwanda. The latter combined grant and debt finance 
and despite returning benefits for communities, has generated in excess 
of USD 2million in ten years. Northern Rangelands Trust (NRT) livestock 
intervention is also funded from this source.

[1] www.rhinoresourcecenter.
com/pdf_files/149/1498295853.
pdf 
[2] www.conservation-capital.
com/investment-awc 
[3] Interview with K. Fitzgerald 
and M. Rice, Conservation 
Capital.
[4] www.neil-birnie.squarespace.
com/first-mover-inspiration 
[5] www.neil-birnie.squarespace.
com/innovations-agriculture
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130 NatureVest The Nature 
Conservancy and 
JPMorgan Chase

 IF NatureVest source and structure investments that support The Nature 
Conservancy’s mission, raise capital from investors looking to generate both 
financial returns and conservation outcomes and share our experience with 
the investment and conservation communities to accelerate the growth of the 
conservation investing marketplace. Projects range from sustainable timber 
and ranching (including supporting NRT's cattle purchasing project) to water 
and carbon offset markets.

[1] www.nature.org/en-us/
about-us/who-we-are/
how-we-work/finance-
investing/naturevest/?tab_
q=tab_container-tab_
element_1221802793 
[2] www.greenmoney.com/
conservation-of-nature /

131 Zynga.org Zynga in 
partnership with 
WCS

 IF Zynga.org has been using their massive gaming audience to generate some 
significant resources not only for wildlife, but for a broad swath of causes.

Game developer Zynga teamed up with the Wildlife Conservation Society 
(WCS) on an initiative that will allow players of its Bubble Safari Facebook 
game to purchase exclusive in-game starter packs, with 100 percent of the 
proceeds going to the WCS.

[1] www.zynga.org/results/
games-for-good

132 Evergreen EverGreenCoin  IF EvergreenCoin is a virtual currency that is partially backed by rainforest 
that Evergreen purchases when people exchange other currencies for 
EverGreenCoin.. Evergreen is for-profit but has partnerships with a couple of 
non-profits that manage the conservation efforts.

[1] www.evergreencoin.org 

133  Internet of 
Elephants

Internet of 
Elephants (IoE)

 IF IoE was founded with the purpose of making wild animals a part of daily life 
for millions of people currently unconnected to conservation. To activate 
this new generation, a unique framework was created, which combines four 
crucial elements that connect people with wildlife: (1) diverse ecosystem of 
partners, (2) multi-dimensional human centric approach, (3) modern digital 
channels, (4) data driven story telling

[1] www.internetofelephants.
com/impact
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